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TOWN OFFICERS.
Selectmen—Horace M. Saunders, D. H. Craig, Dr. E.
D. Hill, H. O. Whiting, A. T. Harlow.
Town Clerk—Edward L. Burgess.
Town Treasurer—Edward L. Burgess.
Auditor—Frank D. Bartlett.
Collector of Taxes—Benjamin F. Ward.
Clerk of Selectmen—Benjamin F. Ward.
Assessors—George F. Weston, chosen 1899, for three
years; George Harlow, chosen 1900, for three years; James
C. Bates, chosen 1901, for three years.
Overseers of the Poor—Charles P. Hatch, chosen
1899, for three years; Benjamin F. Ward, chosen 1900, for
three years; Charles A. Strong, chosen 1901, for three
years.
Water Commissioners—Everett F. Sherman and John
W. Churchill, chosen 1900, for three years; Horace P. Bailey
and George W. Bradford, chosen 1899, for three years; John
H. Damon, chosen 1901, for three years.
School Committee—William S. Kyle and J. Holhrook
Shaw, chosen 1900, for three years; Elizabeth Thurber,
chosen 1899, for three years; Arthur E. Lewis, chosen 1900,
for two years: Frank H. Perkins, chosen 1901, for three
years; Increase Robinson, chosen 1901, for three years.
Burial Hill Committee—Selectmen.
Agawam Fishery Committee—Frank Harlow, Harri-
son O. Barnes, George F. Holmes.
Park Commissioners—Nathaniel Morton, chosen 1901,
for three years; George R. Briggs, chosen 1900, for three
years; Walter H. Sears, chosen 1899, for three years.
Surveyors and Measurers of Lumber—Leavitt T.
Robbins, Edward B. Atwood, Cornelius C. Holmes.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—Christopher T.
Harris.
Beach Committee—Selectmen.
Superintendent of Streets—Stillman R. Sampson.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Hosea C. Bartlett,
Nathan B. Perry and J. F. Towns.
Superintendent of Water Works—Charles H. Sher-
man.
Collector of Water Rates—N. Reeves Jackson.
Pound Keepers
—
Joseph F. Towns, Nathan B. Perry,
Hosea C. Bartlett.
Committee on Inland Fisheries—Thomas D. Shum-
way, Charles B. Stoddard, Benjamin A. Hathaway.
Harbor Master—Ellis Whiting Harlow.
Board'of Registration—C. H. Holmes, appointed 1901,
for three years; J. C. Cave, appointed 1899, three years;
Nathaniel G. Lanman, appointed 1900, for three years;
Edward L. Burgess.
Superintendent of Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cem-
eteries, AND Burial Hill—Edward F. Stranger.
Sexton—Ozen Bates.
Superintendent of Almshouse—Obed C. Pratt.
Board of Health—Frederick D. Bartlett, chosen 1900,
for three years; Josiah Morton, chosen 1900, for two years;
J. Holbrook Shaw, chosen 1901, for three years.
Board of Engineers—George E. Saunders, Frank H.
Lanman, Herbert Morrisey, Isaac Hedge, Ephraim I. Bart-
lett.
Superintendent of Manomet Cemetery—Charles
Rogers.
Constables—Michael Casey, Samuel Ferguson, Joseph
W. Hunting, Benjamin F. Snow, Edward Manter, Freeman
Manter, Joseph T. Collingwood.
Chief of Police—Samuel Ferguson.
Committee on Sewerage—Selectmen.
Tree Warden—George R. Briggs.
Forester—George R. Briggs.
List of Deputy Forest Fire Wards, 1901—Henry O.
Whiting, Assistant forester; Samuel Bradford, Nehemiah
L. Savery, Nath'l T. Clark, Benjamin Whiting, Elkanah
Finney, Gustavus G. Sampson, Frank L. St. George, Le-
Baron R. Barker, James M. Dowsett, D. Edson Raymond,
Albert M. Haskell, George H. Blanchard, Andrew J. Ca-
hoon, Henry D. Cahoon, Wm. F. Doten, Zenas E. Lang-
ford, Ziba R. Ellis, John T. Pierce. Frank B. Holmes con-
sented to act at Manomet without a regular appointment.
ABSTRACT OF RECORDS OF 1901.
MARCH 4.
Voted, That the names of Charles H. Sherman, George
Gooding, Edward W. Baker, William C. Chandler,
William S. Kyle and Thomas Jackson be stricken from
the list of jurors, and the name of Edmund M. Leach
added.
On motion of James B. Collingwood, Voted, That the jury
list revised as above be accepted.
Charles G. Davis moved that the streets already laid out
be worked the full width of the layout. On motion of
George R. Briggs, Voted, That the matter of working
the streets the full width of the layout, be referred to
the Selectmen, to report at some future time as to the
cost, etc.
On motion of N. L. Savery, Voted, That one thousand dol-
lars of the amount appropriated for sidewalks be ex-
pended north of Allerton street.
Article twelve being under consideration, on motion of
James B. Collingwood, Fcfc't/, That the sumof one thou-
sand dollars (v$iooo.oo) be and is hereby appropriated
for the extension of sewers, and that the Selectmen are
hereby authorized to issue a note of the Town for one
thousand dollars ($1000.00) payable in one year, with
interest semi-annually at a rate not exceeding four per
cent, per annum. More than two thirds having voted
in the affirmative the motion was carried.
On motion of James B. Collingwood, Voted, That the sewer
be extended from the foot of Rowland street to the
factory of Ripley & Bartlett on Water street.
Article six being under consideration, Voted, That the Town
appropriate the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars
($150.00) to pay the expenses of Decoration Day.
Article thirteen being under consideration, on motion of
William S. Kyle, Voted, That for the construction and
repair of schoolhouses the Selectmen be authorized to
borrow the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00)
and to issue therefor the notes of the Town bearing in-
terest at a rate not exceeding four per cent, per annum,
payable semi-annually. Said notes to be in ten equal
annual payments of one thousand dollars each. Said
notes to be signed by the Treasurer and approved by the
Selectmen. There were forty-two voting in the affirm-
ative and none in the negative, and the motion was car-
ried, more than two-thirds having voted in the affirma-
tive.
Article fourteen being under consideration, on motion of
William S. Kyle, Voted, That the Town appropriate the
sum of three hundred dollars ($300.00) to employ
counsel to represent the Town before the Committee
of the Legislature on Counties on the petition of C. H.
Coulter and others for removal of Registry of Deeds
and Probate, or to establish a Registry of Deeds at
Brockton, the same to be charged to the Contingent
Account.
Article fifteen being under consideration, on motion of N.
L. Savery, Voted, That the Town accept and allow the
layout of South Park avenue, from Court street to
Water street, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported
to the Town.
Article sixteen being under consideration, on motion of- N.
L. Savery, Voted, That the Town accept and allow the
layout of Sever street, from Russell street to Allerton
street, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to the
Town.
Article seventeen being under consideration, on motion of
N. L. Savery, Voted, That the Town accept and allow
the layout of Newfields street, from the southerly ter-
minus of the present street, to a point near the slaughter
house, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to the
Town.
On motion of Charles G. Davis, Voted, That the Selectmen
be instructed to work Newfields street the full width of
the layout.
Article eighteen being under consideration, on motion of
Horace M. Saunders, Voted, That the sum of twenty
five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) be appropriated to
build a receiving tomb in Vine Hills or Oak Grove
Cemetery, forty-one voting in the affirmative and none
in the negative.
Article nineteen being under consideration, on motion of
George R. Briggs, Voted, That the provisions of Chap-
ter 254 of the Acts of 1897, entitled, "An Act to pro-
vide for the further protection of trees, and for the pre-
vention of fires in woodlands," be accepted.
Article twenty being under consideration, on motion of
George R. Briggs, Voted, That the sum of twenty-five
hundred dollars ($2,500.00) be appropriated by the
Town to be expended in means to prevent and check
the spread of fires in woodlands.
Article twenty-one being under consideration, on motion of
Samuel Bradford, Voted, That the subject matter of
this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article twenty-two being under consideration, on motion of
George R. Briggs, That the addition to Morton Park
as filed with the Town Clerk, February i6th, 1901, be
accepted, one hundred voted in the affirmative and none
in the negative, and the motion was carried.
Article twenty-three heing under consideration, on motion
of Dr. E. D. Hill, Voted, That the Selcemen be author-
ized to purchase a steam roller and stone crusher.
Article twenty-four being under consideration, on motion of
Dr. E. D. Hill, Voted, That for the purpose of procur-
ing money to purchase a steam roller and stone crusher,
the Selectmen are hereby authorized to borrow the sum
of five thousand dollars ( $5,000.00) and to issue there-
for the note or notes of the Town, bearing interest at
a rate not exceeding four per cent, per annum, payable
semi-annually, and payable in ten years in equal annual
payments of five hundred dollars ($500.00) each. The
said note or notes to be signed by the Treasurer and ap-
proved by a majority of the Selectmen. There were
ninety-one voting in the affirmative and none in the
negative; more than two-thirds having yoted in the
affirmative the motion was carried.
Article twenty-five being under consideration, on motion of
Dr. E. D. Hill, Voted, That the Town be authorized to
macadamize Water street, from the Plymouth Stove
Foundry Co. to the station of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.
Article twenty-six being under consideration, on motion of
Dr. E. D. Hill, Voted, That the Tawn be authorized to
re-dress the present macadam road from the corner of
Leyden street to Lothrop street.
Article twenty-seven being under consideration, on motion
of Dr. E. D. Hill, Voted, That for the purpose of pro-
curing money to macadamize Water street. Court street
and Main street, the Selectmen are hereby authorized
to borrow the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,-
ooo.Go) and to issue therefor the note or notes of the
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Town, bearing interest at a rate not exceeding four per
cent, per annum, payable semi-annually, and payable in
ten equal annual jDayments of eight hundred dollars
($800.00) each. The said note or notes to be signed
by the Treasurer and approved by a majority of the Se-
lectmen. There were eight-four voting in the affirma-
tive, and one in the negative; more than two-thirds
liaving voted in the affirmative, the motion was carried.
Article twenty-eight being under consideration, on motion of
Albert T. Harlow, Voted, That the sum of fifteen hun-
dred dollars ($1,500.00) be appropriated for the pur-
pose of building a stone arch bridge over Eel River on
River street, fifty-one voting in the affirmative and eight
in the negative, the motion was carried.
Article twenty-nine being under consideration, on motion of
H. P. Bailey, Voted, That for the purpose of procuring
money to complete the system of water supply of the
Town, the Selectmen are hereby authorized to borrow
the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) and
to issue therefor the note or notes of the Town, each for
the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000), bearing in-
terest at a rate not exceeding four per cent, per annum,
payable semi-annually, and payable one at the end of
each successive year thereafter until the whole are paid,
the note or notes to be signed by the Treasurer and ap-
proved by a majority of the Selectmen of the Town.
Fifty-one voting in the affirmative and eight in the
negative, more than two-thirds having voted in the af-
firmative, the motion was carried.
On motion of John VV. Herrick, Voted, That a vote of
thanks be extended to Mr. Nathaniel Morton for his
generous gift to the Town of the addition to Morton
Park, as filed with the Town Clerk, February 16, 1901.
Voted, That the Collector of Taxes be authorized to receive
the taxes for the ensiiins^- year at stich i)lace as he shall
designate on or l)efore the fifteenth day of October, that
interest be charged on all taxes remaining unpaid on
the said fifteenth day of October at the rate of six per
cent, per annum, and such rate shall continue until
otherwise ordered by the Town, and all taxes and in-
terest remaining unpaid on the first day of January fol-
lowing, shall be collected forthwith by legal process,
and the Collector is hereby authorized to collect at once
])y legal process all taxes of previous years outstand-
ing.
Voted, That the Tax Collector be authorized to use all means
for collecting taxes which a Town Treasurer, when
appointed Collector may use.
Voted, That the sum of one hundred and twenty-five thou-
sand, nine hundred and forty-one and 26-100 dollars
$125,941.26^ be raised and assessed upon the polls and
estates of non-residents to defray the expenses of the
Town for the ensuing year.
APRIL 30.
Article two being under consideration, Charles G. Davis
moved, That this article be laid on the table. Forty-four
voted in favor and ninetyt-seven against, and the motion
was lost.
Charles H. Holmes moved. That the subject matter
of this article be referred to a committee of five (to be
appointed by the chair) to report at some future time.
The motion was lost.
On motion of Charles S. Davis, Voted, That the Selectmen
be and are hereb} authorized and instructed to con-
struct sewers in the north part of the town.
H. J. Beytes moved, That the sewer be built to the
Kingston Hne. The motion was lost.
Mr. Hallinan moved. That the sewer in the north part
of the town be constructed according to the plan made
by Mr. Sears. The motion was lost.
Article three being under consideration, on motion of Mr.
Cameron, Voted, That the Selectmen be instructed to
issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not ex-
ceeding eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000.00), to be
expended in the construction of sewxrs in the north
part of the Town.
On motion of Charles S. Davis, Voted, To reconsider
the vote on motion of Mr. Cameron.
Charles S. Davis moved to amend the motion made
by Mr. Cameron by substituting the following: That
for the purpose of raising money to build sewers in the
north part of the Town the Selectmen be instructed to
issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not ex-
ceeding eighteen thousand ($18,000.00) dollars, said
bonds or notes to bear interest at a rate not exceeding
4 per cent, per annum, payable semi-annually. Said
bonds or notes to be in ten equal annual payments of
eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800.00) each, and to be
signed by the Treasurer and approved by the Select-
men, which amendment was accepted.
On motion of William W. Brewster, Voted, To strike
out the words "or notes" in the motion ofTered by Mr.
Davis.
On the motion as amended. That for the purpose of
raising money to build sewers in the north part of the
Town, the Selectmen be instructed to issue bonds of
the Town to an amount not exceeding eighteen thou-
sand dollars ($18,000.00), said bonds to bear interest
at a rate not exceeding four per cent per annum, pay-
able semi-annually. Said bonds to be in ten equal an-
luial i)ciynients of eighteen hundred ($1,800.00) dol-
lars each, and to be signed l)y the Treasurer and ap-
proved by the Selectmen. There were one hundred and
eighteen voting in the affirmative and eight in the nega-
tive; more than two-thirds having voted in the affirma-
tive the motion was carried.
Article four being under consideration, on motion of Samuel
Bradford, Voted, That the subject matter of this article
be indefinitely postponed.
Article five being under consideration, on motion of F. T.
Fischer, Voted, That the Selectmen be authorized to
macadamize the road from the State highway at Simes'
Corner, running to the beach, following the route of the
now so-called "Point Road."
Article six being under consideration, on motion of Charles
S. Davis, Voted, That for the purpose of procuring
money to macadamize the Point Road from the State
Road at Simes' Corner to the beach, the Selectmen are
hereby authorized to borrow the sum of thirty four hun-
dred ($3,400.00) dollars, and to issue therefor the
bonds or notes of the Town, bearing interest at a rate
not exceeding four per cent, per annum, payable semi-
annually, and payable in ten equal annual payments of
three hundred and forty ($340.00) dollars each. Said
bonds or notes to be signed by the Treasurer and ap-
proved by the Selectmen. There were one hundred and
twelve voting in the affirmative and two in the nega-
tive; more than two-thirds having voted in the affirma-
tive the motion was carried.
Article seven being under consideration, on motion of James
B. Collingwood, Voted, That the sum of two thousand
($2,000.00) dollars be appropriated for the extension
of the sewer on Water street.
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On motion of Charles S. Davis, Voted, That the sum of two
thousand {$2,000.00) dollars in addition to the sum of
one hundred and twenty-five thousand, nine hundred
and forty-one and 26-100 ($125,941.26), the amount
appropriated at the March Meeting, making in all the
sum of one hundred and twenty-seven thousand, nine
hundred and forty-one and 26-100 ($127,941.26)
be raised and assessed upon the polls and estates of the
inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth and upon the
estates of non-residents to defray the expenses of the
Town for the ensuing year.
REPORT OF SELECTMEN.
The Selectmen respectfully submit the following reports
for the year ending December 31, 1901
:
TOWN DEBT AND INTEREST.
The total indebtedness of the Town Dec. 31, 1901, was
$198,689.37, as against $175,802.62 Dec. 31, 1900, a net
increase of $22,886.75.
Notes have been issued on the Water Department to the
amount of $20,000.00, on the School Department to the
amount of $10,000.00, on the steam roller and stone crusher
to the amount of $5,000.00, for re-dressing Main and Court
streets and macadamizing Water street, $8,000.00, and for
macadamizing Point road $3,400.00.
There has been paid on the funded indebtedness during the
past year $24,513.25 of which $6,640.00 was for the Water
loan, leaving the total indebtedness as follows
:
Water, $119,320 00
Funded indebtedness outside of Water, 79^369 37
STREET LIGHTING.
While the conditions in this department had already been
somewhat improved over last year, the Selectmen felt that
there was a chance for still greater improvement, so had
arc lights placed through the center of the town, extending
from Samoset street to Training Green, in place of the in-
candescent lights. These are burned all night, while the
incandescents were burned only until midnight.
There are now^ within the street lighting circuit:
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268 Series lamps, 25 c. p. @ $ 20 00,
3 Series lamps, 32 c. p. @ 21 00
7 arc lamps, 2000 c. p. @ 125 00
v^5,36o 00
63 00
875 00
$6,298 00
SEWERS.
At the last annual meeting, the Selectmen were instructed
to lay sewers in the northern part of the town, and a plan
has been prepared, in accordance with the recommendations
of Mr. Sears, which were printed in the Town Report of
last year.
On examining the town records, we found that Chap. 361,
Acts of 1888, entitled ''An Act authorizing the Town of
Plymouth to establish a system of sewerage," but this was
rejected by the Town. It was, therefore, necessary, after
making plans of that part crossing private property, to pre-
sent them to the State Board of Health for advice and to the
Harbor and Land Commissioners for permission to enter
the harbor. We received the approval of the Harbor and
Land Commissioners Dec. 30, 1901, and it is now necessary
to present the same to the Town for approval, which will
probably be done at the next meeting.
x\t the Town meeting held April 30, 1901, an appropria-
tion of $3,000.00 was made for extending the sewer in
Water street from Howland street to Ripley & Bartlett's.
When the sewer had been laid thus far, the Selectmen
deemed it advisable to extend it to South Park avenue, as
this section of Water street was about to be macadamized.
This extension, together with the fact that the contractor
encountered quicksand in laying the main part of the sewer,
•caused an overdraft of $462.09.
There have been laid during the past year 3,541 feet of
sewer pipe, as follows : In Water street, from Howland
street to South Park avenue, 920 ft. 15 in. and 392 ft. 10 in.;
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in Sandwich street, from Mount Pleasant street running
south, 330 ft. 8 in.; in Davis street, from Allerton street
665 ft. 8 in. ; in Vernon street extension 78 ft. 6 in. ; in Win-
ter street, 656 ft. 6 in. ; also 500 ft. 6 in. iron pipe from foot
of Winter street into the harbor.
TOMB.
A vote having been passed by the Town to build a receiv-
ing tomb, the Selectmen made a contract with Ellis & Clark
for $2,500.00. Although the tomb was nearly completed,
it was deemed advisable, on account of cold weather, to
postpone further work until early Spring,
SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS.
To the Board of Selectmen:—
Gentlemen—As the Superintendent of Streets and the
Committee on the same, we herewith present the following
report
:
We will first call your attention to the work done in this
department the past year and the cost of the same, and then
to the needed work and improvements for the coming year.
The most important permanent work done was the macada-
mizing of Water street from the foundry to the
depot, and the re-surfacing of Main and Court
streets from*- Leyden street to Depot avenue.
The contract for the same was awarded to the Massa-
chusetts Broken Stone Company of Boston, and under
the direction of Mr. George Pierce of Plymouth, the work
was begun in May, it being understood that it would be
Plym 2
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finished before the commencement of the summer travel;
but on account of necessary delay on the Water street sewer,
and lack of sufficient force and material on the part of the
contractor, the work dragged along all summer and was
not finished until September, causing much inconvenience
to travel. The result, however, is satisfactory and both
Streets are in excellent condition. Cost, $8,908.10.
The result of the Shaw patrol system on Main street
shows what can be done at a slight expense in keeping
streets in a sanitary condition. Favorable comments by all
as to the perfect results in this experiment hereafter makes
it a necessity.
The Point Road at Manomet is nearly completed. It will
be finished early in the spring. It was thought best for the
Town to build this road in order to use our new road plant
which we had just purchased and get our surveyors and men
acquainted with the special work of building macadamized
roads. The result is satisfactory, and we think in the near
future that we can build our own roads as cheaply and as
well as when done by contract work.
Franklin street of the past is no more, but like its illustri-
ous neighbors, Jefferson and Washington, is now in reality
a street and one to travel safely upon, instead of evading it
as formerly.
In the outlying districts necessary repairs, have been
made, also many permanent improvements by grading the
tops of the hills and filling in the valleys, particularly on
South and Long Pond roads and the long hill on the Shore
road near Mr. Blodgett's place at Indian Brook. The latter
was done at Mr. Blodgett's request, and partly at his ex-
pense.
We would call your attention to the condition of Sand-
wich street and Market street to Jabez Corner, the most
travelled streets in town outside of Main and Court, muddy
and dusty in summer, rough and muddy in winter, with
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constant expense for temporary repairs, with no prospect
of permanent improvement under the present system. We
recommend a separate appropriation of $8,000.00 for ma-
cadamizing said street from Jabez Corner to Market street,
and Market street to Town Square.
North street is another much travelled street, and it should
be macadamized. We advise this to be done early in the
season.
Alden street needs repairing from Allerton street to
Standish avenue.
Billington street is under consideration at the present.
Crushed stone is already on the spot and work there will be
comimenced as soon as weather permits.
STREET SPRINKLING.
The purchase of two Studebaker watering carts by the
Selectmen last spring and the running of the same by the
Town was another new departure in this department. The
territory covered was Court street, from Alden, through
Main, Market and Sandwich streets to Winter ; and as time
and occasion would permit, to Jabez Corner, Pleasant street
to South street. North and South Green streets, ^Summer
to Edes, High and Russell to Summer, Town Square, Ley-
den, Middle, North and Winslow, North Russell, Depot
avenue, Samoset and,Cushman streets to the^monument.
There was a constant call for other side streets and ex-
tending the service from Court street farther north; but
with two teams more ground could not possibly be covered.
Besides the advantage to the merchants and citizens liv-
ing along the above route of freedom from dust, there is
also great benefit to roads during the dry season, which is
very marked, and it is our opinion that it is wise and
economical.
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SIDEWALKS.
Many needed repairs have been made and several new
walks have been built the past vear. A sidewalk has been
built from Kingston line to Cold Spring on the east side of
Court street. Sidewalks have been made on Winter, Se-
ver, Rowland, Water, Franklin, Jefferson, Massassoit and
Allerton streets. 1,270 feet of granite curbing and 4,868
feet of block pavers have been laid.
Fine crushed stone makes an excellent material for dress-
ing sidewalks, and we recommend a more general use of it
outside of the town where there are not macadam roads.
For the coming year we recommend the same improvement
on the west side of Court street, from Cold Spring to Kings-
ton line; also on Alden, Billington and Cliff streets, and
Warren avenue from Cliff street north.
NEW ROADS.
According to the vote of the Town Sever street was laid
out and worked from Russell to Allerton street, at a cost
of $362.00; and Newfields street from the corner to the
slaughter house, at a cost of $824.80, including land dam-
ages.
STANDISH AVENUE.
$14,097.00 has already been expended upon Standish ave-
nue. It will cost S2,ooo.oo more to complete the road and
sidewalks, and we recommend this amount to be appropri-
ated and that the work he done as soon as possible.
. CRUSHER AND ROLLER.
The committee appointed by vou to purchase a road plant
was interviewed l.)y many agents for as manv different
machines, and after several trips to towns and cities owning
plants and having them in operation, we decided upon the
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Farrell crusher and the Osier double-cyhnder roller. We
have a portable plant capable of crushing a hundred tons of
stone daily. The cost of the whole plant, including engine,
was $5,000.00.
TOWN STABLE.
The Town stable is in a deplorable and dilapidated condi-
tion. It would be a waste of money to undertake its repair.
It is not fit for use as such, and we advise the building of a
new stable, to be located north-west of the present build-
ing, so constructed that there will be better accommodations
for horses and more room for carriages and tools, and in
building it w^e should keep in mind the needs of the future.
EEL RIVER BRIDGE.
The contract for building the arch bridge over Eel River
was given to the Aberthaw Construction Company of Bos-
ton. Owing to the lateness of the season, they decided to
postpone operations until the earlv spring. The bridge will
be finished in April.
EXPENDITURES.
Roads in general.
This includes two watering carts, $680.00;
operating the same, S699.70.
Point Road payments,
Newfield street, including land damages,
South street improvement,
Sever street,
RECOMMENDATIONS.
For streets, $16,000.00; for sidewalks, $3,000.00; Stan-
dish avenue, $2,000.00; new roads, $1,500.00; macadam-
$17,318 93
3,188 17
824 80
397 30
362 00
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izing- Market and Sandwicli streets to Jabez Corner,
$8,000.00; Town stable, $3,000.00.
Also that the Town purchase two pair of horses to be
used upon the s])rinklers in the -season, said horses to be
kept in the rear of or near the engine house and to be trained
for use on the engines in case of fire.
S. R. SAMPSON, Superintendent.
E. D. HILL, Committee.
The following appropriations are asked for by the several
departments of the Towai
:
Schools, $37,500 00
ivUdus diiu onugctj,
Standish avenue. 2,000 00
Fire Department, 6,000 00
Poor, 6,000 00
Insane Poor, 3'30o 00
Lighting streets and Town House, 5-500 00
Town debt and interest, 20,000 00
Sidewalks, 3,000 00
Contingent, 5,000 00
\\ atch and Police, 4,500 00
Assessors, 1,800 00
Sexton, 125 00
New Roads, 1,500 00
Parks, 750 00
Training Green. 160 00
Tree Warden Account, 1,400 00
Forester's Department, 1.400 00
Collector of Taxes, 800 00
Treasurer, 800 00
Aniuunt carried forz^'ard, $117-135 00
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Amount brought forzvard, $117,135 00
Cemeteries, 200 00
Burial Hill, 200 00
Amount overdrawn, as -per Trea-
surer's report, $15,754.69
Less reimbursement for State
Aid, etc., $4,094.37
Overdraft on Water
$117,535 00
Account, 883.82
$4,978.19
Less
—
Corporation tax, $8,204.66
Bank tax, 1.650.46
Miscellaneous, 600.00
$10,776 50
$128,311 50
$10,455 12
$117,856 38
To cover the amount required as above, it will be neces-
sary to raise by taxation the sum of $117,856.38 to meet
the expenses of the Town for the year 1902.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE M. SAUNDERS,
D. H. CRAIG,
ALBERT T. HARLOW,
HENRY O. WHITING,
E. D. HILL,
Selectmen of Plymouth.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1901.
The Treasurer is charged with
—
Cash on hand Jan. i, 1901, $1,036 88
Agawam and Half-way Pond fishery, 351 00
Armory rent from Stare. 200 00
Fines and forfeitures from Court, 1,21
1
30
Sale of herring streams. 33 00
Licenses, 203 00
Old Colony National Bank dividend. 250 00
Sale of Town Records, 6 00
Cemeteries, sale of lots, etc. 1 ,201 84
Sale of remnant of linoleum, I 00
Sale of Fresh Brook privilege, 10 GO
Insane Poor, reimbursements. 591 08
Interest on taxes. 994 53
Dog fund for 1901, 954 85
Military Aid from State, 398 73
Town debt and interest, reimbursements, 539 33
Poor department, reimbursements, 1,815 87
Roads and bridges, reimbursements, 1,424 81
State aid from State, 4,023 00
Sewer entries. 1,815 00
School department, reimbursements, 27 15
Soldiers' relief, reimbursements. 210 00
Sidewalks, reimbursements. 410 72
Water rates and miscellaneous receipts, 44,695 01
Amount carried forward, $62,404 10
—25—
Amount brought forward, $62,404 10
Temporary loan, 83,500 00
Parks, reimbursements, 553 15
Burial Hill, reimbursements, 50 00
Tree Warden account, reimbursements, ' 154 54
Tax of 1899, including abatement of $826.02, 6,519 03
Tax of 1900, including abatement of $797.56, 12,128 83
Tax of 190 1, including abatement of $2,086.02, 130,022 66
Savings Bank Loan, (Sewer), 1,000 00
Savings Bank Loan (Point Road) 3,40O 00
New schoolhouse loan, 10,000 00
Macadamizing loan (Water and Court Streets), 8,000 00
Stone crusher loan, 5,ooo 00
Corporation tax (Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts), 8,204.66
National Bank tax, 1,650.46
$332,587 43
The Treasurer is credited with
—
Abatements, $3,709 60
Assessors, 1,960 48
Agawam and Half-way Pond Fishery, 92 61
Contingent, 7,68 1 92
Cemeteries, 1,099 4^
Collector of taxes, 800 00
Fire department, 6,272 37
Insane poor, 4,002 17
Public library, 1,625 00
Lighting streets and town house, 5,482 79
Murdock fund, interest, 36 50
Amount carried forward, $32,762 86
—26—
Amount brought forward. $32,762 86
iviiiiiar} aiQ (^L^nap. ^y2j, 0O9 40
Memorial day, 00
Notes paid, T >-f Qf,^ 25
JLIlLcIChL paiU., dR50
New roads. 1,998 45
Poor, 31
Roads and bridges. 93
Seals, 54 00
Sexton, 00
State aid (Chap. 374)
>
3'59i 00
oewers, 2,041 46
Schools, 35'203 07
ooiuiers reiiei. 1 ,000 31
Sidewalks, 3,466 75
OLaiiuibii avenue. 1,510 01
Treasurer, OOO GO
^A' arren fund, interest, 00
Watch and police, 4-397 14
vv dter. 37730 89
VV IQOWS, ^3 00
Training" Green, 152 43
Parks,
• i'53i T Q
Eel River bridge, lOI 70
Temporary loan repaid, 100,500 00
-Durial rlill. 45^ 99
Sandwich road. 786 ^7
Tree warden account. 1,448 85
Forester account. 547 05
Court and Water streets. 8.908 10
New school house, 13,342 14
Stone crusher and roller. 5,000 00
Point road. 3,188 17
Amount carried forward, $310,038 45
—27—
Am unt brouo^lit forward, $310,038 45
Sewer ( Water street,) 3,4^2 09
County tax, 9,ivS8 18
State tax, 4,725 00
National Bank tax, 4»347 4^
State highway tax, 192 50
Cash balance, Dec. 31, 1901, 633 73
$332,587 43
Undrazvn Balances.
The undrawn balances of the several appropriations are
as follows
:
Abatements, $1,144 77
Assessors, 24 08
Cemeteries, 1,295 ^5
Fresh Brook, 33 92
Lighting streets and town house, 2,044 95
Murdock fund, 730 00
Town debt and interest, 1,956 63
Poor, 503 64
Sewers, 18 24
South street school lot, i 44
Warren fund, 1,000 00
Watch and police, 102 86
Widows, 81 00
Training Green, 41 89
Eel River bridge, 1^398 30
Tree warden, 105 69
Receiving tomb, 2,500 00
Forest fires, i,952 95
Point road, 211 83
Standish avenue., 47 73
$15,195 07
—28—
Overdrawn Balances.
The overdrawn balances of the several appropriations are
as follows
:
Contingent, $877 62
Fire department, 3 73
Insane poor, 411 09
Military aid (Chap. 372), 873 75
New roads, 498 45
Roads and bridges, 1.894 12
State aid (Chap. 374), 3,603 50
Schools, 53 78
Soldiers' relief (Chap. 447), i«656 31
Sidewalks, 56 05
Water, 883 82
Parks, 22 16
Burial Hill, 17 88
Sandwich road, 136 12
Court and Water streets (macadam), 908 10
New school houses, 3^342 14
Water street sewer, 462 09
Seals. 54 00
$15754 69
Less
—
State aid, Chap. 374, due from State, $3,603 50
Military aid, Chap. 372, due from State, 436 87
Seal bounty from county, 54 00
$4,094 37
Net overdraft, $11,660 32
There is due the town as follows
—
Uncollected taxes of 1900, $577^ 71
Uncollected taxes of 1901, 19^139 ^4
Amount carried forzvard, $24,915 75
—29—
Amount brought forward, $24,915 75
State aid from State, Chap. 374, 3,603 50
Military aid from State, Chap. 372, 436 87
Seal bounty from county, 54 00
$29,010 12
TOWN DEBT.
Water Loan.
Four per cent, bonds, dated
June I, 1895, payable
$2,800.00 annually, $36,400 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated
August I, 1900, payable
$1,300.00 annually, 20,800 00
Four per cent, notes, dated
August I, 1894, payable
$800.00 annually, 14,400 00
Four per cent, notes, dated Feb.
3, 1894, payable $240.00 annually, 720 00
Four per cent, notes, dated Oct.
2, 1899, payable $1,500.00
annually, 27,000 00
Three and one-half per cent.
notes, dated May T, 1901,
payable $1,000.00 annually, 20,000.00
$119,320 00
Amounts carried forward. $119,320 00
—30—
Amount brought forward, $119,320 OO'
Plymouth and AIiddleboro Railroad Loan.
Four per cent, note, dated Jan-
uary 7, 1892. payable
$5,000.00 annually, $5,ooo 00
•High Schoolhouse Loan.
Four per cent, note, Plymouth
Five Cents Savings Bank,
dated March 6. 1894, pay-
able $350.00 annually, $1,050 OO
New Schoolhouse Loan.
Five per cent, note, dated July
3, 1893, payable $500.00
annually, $1,000 00
Three and one-half per cent
notes, dated May i, 1901,
payable $1,000.00 annually, $10,000 00
Four and one-half per cent
note, dated December 9,
1893, payable $500.00 annually, 1,000 00
Four per cent, note, dated Feb-
ruary 3, 1894, payable
$200.00 annually, . 600 00
Four per cent, note, dated Aug-
ust I, 1895, payable $266.66
annually, 6,399 ^4
Four per cent, note, dated April
I, 1897, payable $324.83 an-
nually, 1,948 98
$20,948 82
Amounts carried forzmrd, $146,318 82
Amount brought forward, $146,318 82
Sewer Loan.
Four and one-half per cent,
note, dated November i,
1893, payable $750.00 an-
nually, $ 9,000 00
Four per cent note, dated April
2, 1894, payable $500.00
annually, 1,500 00
Four per cent note, dated Aug-
ust I, 1895, payable $100.00
annually, 400 00
Three and one-half per cent,
note, dated July 9, 1901, pay-
able $1,000.00 annually, 1,000 00
$11,900 GO
Macadamizing Loan.
Four per cent notes, dated
August I, 1895, payable
$300.00 annually, $7,200 00
Four per cent note, dated Sep-
tember 8, 1900, payable
$900.00 annually, 8,100 00
Three and one-half per cent.
note, dated May i, 1901,
payable $800.00 annually, 8,000 00
Four per cent, notes, dated
November i, 1901, payable
$340.00 annually, 3.400 00
$26,700 00
Amount carried forward, $184,918 82
—32—
Amount brought forward, $184,918 82
Stone Crusher Loan.
Three and one-half per cent,
notes! dated May i, 1901,
payable $500.00 annually, $5,000 00
$5,000 00
New Roads Loan.
Four per cent, note, dated July
I, 1896, payable $300.00 an-
nually, $1,500 00
Four per cent, notes, dated July
I, 1899, payable $600.00 an-
nually, 4,800 00
$6,300 00
State Highway Loan.
Four per cent, note, dated April
I, 1897, payable $411.76 an-
nually, $2,470 55
$2,470 55
Debt, December 31, 1901, $198,689 37
Debt, December 31. 1900, 175,802 62
Increase for the year. $22,886 75
Borrowed during 1901, $47,400 00
Paid on debt during 1901, 24-513 25
$22,886 75
—33—
CONTINGENT.
Cr.
Appropriation,
Appropriation for deficiency,
Armory rent from State,
Fines and forfeitures from Court,
Sale of herring streams,
Licenses,
Sale of remnant of lineoleum,
Old Colony National Bank dividends,
Sale of Town records.
Balance overdrawn.
Dr.
Henry Lapham, damages,
Repairs,
Janitor,
Inspector of Cattle and Hogs,
Expressage,
Postoffice bills,
Services of the Selectmen,
Stationery and furnishings.
Auditor,
Services of Town Clerk,
Digging out Eel River,
Labor on spring.
Power for Pilgrim Spring,
Reward paid.
Treasurer of Commonwealth, 25 per cent, of
money received for liquor licenses,
Fires in the woods,
Amount carried forward,
$5,000 00
9,989 50
200 00
1,211 30
33 00
203 00
I 00
150 00
6 00
877 62
$17,671 42
$ 50 00
53 66
187 58
300 00
16 10
140 80
850 00
38 44
75 00
50 00
105 10
77 7S
75 00
200 00
75
279 40
$2,499 58
Plym 3
—34—
Amount brought forward, $2,499 5^
Telephone, 46 14
Armory rent, heat, hght, etc., 666 70
Return of births, deaths, etc., 338 06
Fees and expenses of arrests, 191 71
Expense of Town Meetings and State election, 426 86
Board of Registration, 257 45
Printing voting lists, 57 50
Clerk of Selectmen, 150 00
Fuel at Town House, 144 98
Printing, including Town Reports, 402 80
Care of Town clock. 25 00
Binding Town records, 8 00
Indexing records, 96 30
Board of Health expenses, 1,462 48
Arthur Lord, opposing bill in Legislature on
transfer of Registry of Deeds, 200 oo
Rifle range, 50 00
Legal expenses, 515 00
Labor on Court street sewer plans, 57 75
Miscellaneous, 85 61
Balance overdrawn, 9^989 50
$17,671 42
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
Cr.
Appropriation, $14,000 oo
Appropriation for deficiency, 310 62
Reimbursement from R. B. Blodgett, 50 00
Plymouth & Sandwich Street Ry. Co., excise tax, 58 18
Amount carried forward, $14,418 80
—35—
Amount brought fonmrd,
Brockton & Plymouth St. Ry. Co., excise tax,
Brockton & Plymouth St. Ry. Co., excise tax,
Street railway tax from State,
Reimbursement from Standish avenue.
Reimbursement from new roads,
Reimbursement from poor.
Reimbursement from sidewalks.
Reimbursement from small accounts,
Balance overdrawn.
Dr.
Payments in 1901 for repairs, etc.,
Paid for two watering carts,
Paid for sprinkling streets,
Overdrawn balance.
$14,418 80
198 28
24 80
576 37
116 30
119 48
92 00
119 45
69 95
1,894 12
$17,629 55
$15^939 23
680 00
699 70
310 62
$17,629 55
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AUDITOR'S REPORT.
I have examined the accounts of the Town Treasurer, and
the Collectors of Taxes and Water Rates for the year end-
ing December 31, 1901, and find payments vouched for, and
charged to the proper departments.
The cash balance at close of year was $633.73, stated
in the Treasurer's report.
FRANK D. BARTLETT,
Auditor,
Plymouth, Feb. 12, 1902.
tASSESSORS' REPORT.
Value real estate, $6,046,150 00
Value personal estate, 2,257,443 00
Gain on real estate, 265,575 00
Gain on personal estate, 224,178 00
Value of buildings exclusive of land, 4,293.050 00
Value of land exclusive of building-s, 1,753,100 00
Value of personal estate excluding bank stock, 2,073,900 00
Value of personal estate, resident bank stock, 183,543 00
Rate of taxation, $16.80.
Tax on real estate, $101,575 3^
Tax on personal estate, 37'925 04
Tax on polls, 5.286 00
Tax on non-resident bank stock, 4^375 34
Committed to Collector of Taxes, $149,161 70
Number of residents assessed on property, 1,606
All others assessed on property, 381
Non-residents assessed on property, 474
All others assessed on property, 1 1
1
Persons assessed on property, 2,572
All persons assessed on poll tax only, 1,646
Polls assessed, 2,643
Horses assessed, 930
Cows assessed, 344
Sheep assessed, 20
Neat cattle assessed, 5
Swine assessed, 50
Dwelling houses assessed, 2,104
Acres of land assessed, 50,267
4
—39—
ABATEMENT ACCOUNT.
Cr.
Overlayings, $3,293 60
Balance, Dec. 31, 1900, 1,560 77
$4,854 37
Dr.
Abatements for years 1899, 1900, 1901, $3,709 60
Balance, Dec. 31, 1901, $1,144 77
Appropriation for 190 1, * $1,900 00
Balance, Dec. 31, 1900, 84 56
$1,984 56
Amount paid out
—
For services of Assessors and expenses, in-
cluding clerical assistance, stationery, print-
ing, horse hire and incidentals, $1,960 48
$24 08
We recommend an appropriation of $1,800.00 for the
year 1902.
GEO. HARLOW,
GEO. F. WESTON,
JAMES C. BATES,
Assessors of Plymouth.
REPORT OF OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
The Overseers of the Poor would respectfully submit the
following report:
The Almshouse still remains under the charge of Supt.
Obed C. Pratt. We consider this establishment one of the
best equipped of any institution of its kind in this Common-
wealth, and is a credit to the Town.
A large and commodious, shed for the storage of wood
has been erected within the year, at a cost of about $500.00.
Owing to the continued infirmities of some of the in-
mates, the Overseers have found it necessary to employ a
nurse constantly, and these conditions seem likely to con-
tinue.
There has been no change in the disbursing of outside
relief worthy of mention.
Repairs on the Almshouse are contemplated duritig the
y^ar, and in the opinion of the Board an appropriation of
$6,000.00 will be necessary for the ensuing year and is
recommended.
POOR AT ALMSHOUSE.
Number of inmates, Jan. i, 1901, 14
Added during the year, il
^5
Discharged during the vear, 5
Died during the year, 3
— 8
Remaining, Jan. i, 1902, 17
—41—
Balance undrawn, Jan. i, 1901, $ 745 08
Appropriation, 6,000 00
Received from other towns, cities and sources, 1,618 76
Received from sale of grass, hogs, etc., no 15
Received from Francis LeBaron fund, (interest), 51 07
Received from Charles Holmes fund, (interest), 17 64
Received from Murdock fund, (interest), 18 25
$8,560 95,
Expended for the poor of our own and other
towns and cities, 8,057 3^
Balance undrawn, $5^3 64
INSANE POOR.
The appropriation for this department has been over-
drawn to the extent of $411.09. This unfortunate class is
slowly increasing; and being committed by the courts, the
Town must pay for their support, provided they have a set-
tlement here and are unable to pay themselves, or no rela-
tive can be found who can be held legally responsible. The
total amount expended in 1891 was only $2,250.50. We
recommend an appropriation of $3,300.00, with an addi-
tional $411.09 for the deficiency.
Number in hospitals, Jan. i, 1901, 22
Added during the year, 4
26
Died during the year, 2
Discharged during the year, i
— 3
Remaining Jan. i, 1902, 23
Expended,
Overdrawn, Jan. i, 1901,
$4,002 17
261 51
Appropriation,
Appropriation for deficiency,
Reimbursements,
Overdrawn,
$4,263 68
$3,000 00
261 51
591 08
$3,852 59
$411 09
CHAS. P. HATCH,
BEXJ. F. WARD,
CHAS. A. STRONG,
Overseers of the Poor.
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK.
MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN PLYMOUTH IN
1901.
January i. Louis G. Doten and x\nnie M. Bartlett, both
of Plymouth.
January 2. Anginio Ruffini and Angiohna Balboni, both
of Plymouth.
January 9. Edward Clough of Plymouth and Mary J.
Flanerey of Weymouth; married in Weymouth.
January 9. Seth Eddy Wall and Julia Wirzburger, both
of Plymouth.
January 15. Roland T, Nickerson and Mary Gallagher,
bo'th of Plymouth.
January 23. Basil Clyde Bartlett and Rossedla L. Wade,
both of Plymouth.
January 27. Angelo Christopher and Benilda Mimi, both
of Plymouth.
February 11. Frank T. Neal and Minnie C. Hurley, both
of Plymouth.
February 12. Henry Sturgis Dennison of Fram-
ingham and Mary Tyler Thurber of Plymouth; mar-
ried in Plymouth.
February 17. Fred Lodi and Rosa Volta, both of
Plymouth.
February 17. Aristidi Antoniatti and Erminia Balboni,
both of Plymouth: married in Boston.
—44—
February 25. Andrew Busi and Mary Balboni, both of
Plymouth.
]March 14. Frank Guidetti and Mary Manghi, both, of
Plymouth.
^larch 22. Luigh Forni and Clorinda Candini, both of
Plymouth.
March 30. Fred J. Striebel and Elia C. Marks, both of
Plymouth; married in \Miitman.
March 30. Guido Antoniotti and Diomira Saracca, both
of Plymouth.
April 4. John Mercer. Jr., of Fall River, and Hannah
Frances Battles of Plymouth : married in Plymouth.
April 8. Bertram ^^latthias Osgood of Cambridge and Lu-
ella (Bennett) Cronkrite of Plymouth; married in
Cambridge.
April 15. David Holmes Paulding of Plymouth and Isa-
bel C. ( Thurston) Grantham of Brockton; married in
Brockton.
April 16. James Frezer and Mary A. (Kelley) Beckman,
both of Plymouth; married in Everett.
April 21. Joseph G. ]\Iorse and Leonora W. Howland, both
of Plymouth.
April 25. Joseph Manfield of Brockton and Mary Ward of
Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
April 27. Francesco Alborghini and Teresa Govoni, both
of Plymouth.
May 4. Joseph Brenner and Mary Muthig, both of
Plymouth.
May 17. Samuel G. Austin of Kingston and Florence N.
.
Everson of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
—45—
May 20. William H. Hall, Jr., of Plymouth, and Mar-
garet L. O'Leary of Dracut; married in Lowell.
May 22. Walter Petit of Plymouth and Catherine Devlin
of Brookline; married in Brookline.
June 4. Anthony K. Wixon and Mary J. (Paulsen) Han-
sen, both of Plymouth.
June 5. Charles H. Erickson and Katie A. Grett, both of
Plymouth.
June 9. George Edgar Bailey of Kingston and Anna Hale
Brown of Plymouth: married in Kingston.
June II. George F. Morton of Plymouth and Amelia M.
Erubill of Hyde Park; married in Plymouth.
June II. Charles B. Grover of Mansfield and Ella F.
Hirsch of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
June 12. Harry L. Simmons and Bertha E. Bradford, both
of Plymouth.
June 12. William T. Carr of Plymouth and Ellen Lucy
of Kingston; married in Plymouth.
June 17. Willie F. Cash and Alice B. Neal, both of
Plymouth.
June 19. William Cleghorn and Carrie E. Hertel, both of
Plymouth.
June 25. William B. Plolmes and Hattie E. (Young)
Dudley, both of Plymouth.
June 27. Alonzo Russell Blackmer and Abbie Morton
Holmes, both of Plymouth.
July I. Harrison Milburn of Plymouth and Rosa E.
Brooks of Richmond, Va. : married in Plymouth.
July 2. Thomas F. Manning and Carrie F. Standish, both
of Plymrouth.
-4^
July 5. Lewis A. Josselyn of Rockland and Lucy May
Harlow of Plymouth; married in Marshfield.
July 6. ^^>ldon A. Snow and Hannah E. Morgan, both
of Plymouth.
July II. William H. Gardner of Plymouth and Grace L.
Ripley of Brockton; married in Brockton.
July 13. Isaac Lewis Sampson and Ellen Sears, both of
Kingston; married in Plymouth.
July 17. Jeremiah J. Lahey and Grace C. Weston, both
of PhTOouth.
July 18. Pierre H( ude and ^^atlierine Robbins, both of
Plymouth.
July 25. Thomas R. A\'atson of Plymouth and Frederica
K. Davis of Cambridge; married in Cambridge.
July 27. Thomas F. Cavanaugh and ^largaret Boute-
main. both of Plymouth.
August 3. William H. Woodson and [Mildred C. Potter,
both of Plymouth.
August 3. Carl Ridenback and Annie Brenner, both of
PlyuKHith.
August 6. Archie Stringer and ]\lary E. (AA^ashburn)
Ross, both of Plymouth.
August 7. Edward F. O'Brien and Elizabeth Gaulters,
both of Boston; married in Plymouth.
August 7. Aldo Govoni and Rosie Gorldi, both of
Plymouth.
August 17. John Ghidoni and \"elcisa Bossari, both of
Plymouth.
August 21. Edgar Howland and Nellie M. Burgess,
both of Plymouth,
—47—
September 2. Willie F. Brown of Hanson and Altomera
Chase of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
September 4. William F. Dunn and Janette E. Morrison,
both of Plymouth.
September 11. William A. Gray and Nannie Jones Eaton,
both of Plymouth.
September 11. Wolcott S. Savery and Helen S. Dunn,
both of Plymouth.
September 11. Walter D. Kezer and Enola E. Gowen
of Amesbury; married in Amesbury.
September 18. Edgar S. Turner and Annie M. Shiel, both
of Plymouth.
September 28. George J. Helling and Clara M. Diman,
both of Plymouth.
October i. Wendall H. Dunnells of Kingston and Flora
Irish of Boston; married in Boston.
October 4. Martin Johnson of Plymouth and Katie E.
Burns of Boston; married in Boston.
October 5. Albert Paul Libby and Annie Lucy Washburn,
both of Plymouth.
October 9. James Anderson and Elizabeth M. Holmes,
both of Plymouth.
October 16. Edward Prince Davee and Edith Wood How-
land, both of Plymouth.
October 19. George F. Perry and Mary Munich, both of
Plymouth.
October 20. Henry P. Westgate of Taunton and Elsie M.
Leonard of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
October 27. Josephat Melancon of Plymouth and Rose
Alma Lefebvre of Salem; married in Salem.
—48—
October 28. Robert Balboni and Argia Pettazoni, both of
Plymouth.
October 28. Antonio Govoni and Maha CarafoH, both of
Plymouth.
November 2. Ludwig Marker of Boston and Katherine
Schwartz of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
November 6. Joseph William Stott and Eva Mabel
Little, both of Plymouth.
November 7. Frank Hodges of Plymouth and Ella J.
Douglass of Bourne; married in Plymouth.
November 9. Napoleon Joseph De Sawtell and Frances
Ella Wall both of Plymouth.
November 12. Elbridge Handon Thompson and Eva May
Hinckley, both of Plymouth.
November 15. John C. Davis of Plymouth and Mary Ella
(Goodell) Woodward of Boston; married in Boston.
November 17. John T. Randall of Kingston and Emily
Louise Abbott of Plymouth ; married in Kingston.
November 23. Joe Antonio Jasev and Mary Cunha, both
of Plymouth.
November 24. George Holman Thompson of Brockton
and Edythe Sherman of Plymouth; married in
Plymouth.
November 24. John \''izzani of Bridgewater and Albone-
na Fortini of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
November 25. Seth Booth and Isabelle ]Maude, both of
Plymouth.
November 27. Alba A\^ood and Grace Ethel Harris, both
of Plymouth.
November 28. Clarence C. Sherman and Helen F. Proctor,
both of Plymouth.
—49—
November 28. William Bartlett Ripley of Plymouth and
Ella A. Pizer of Taunton; married in Taunton.
November 30. x\lbert L. Simmons and Nora E. Robbins,
both of Plymouth.
December 5. John G. Daggett and Mary Elizabeth Bar-
rett, both of Ply.mouth.
December 7. Manuel Augustio Sanchas and Laura Cis-
* preto to Santo Ruso, both of Plymouth.
December 14. Cleto Zanetti and Luccia Palavanchi, both
of Plymouth.
December 15. Thomas Robillard of Pascoag, R. L, and
Mary E. Pickard of Plymouth; married in Plymouth.
December 18. John Murdock and Clara W. (Peterson)
King, both of Plymouth.
December 19. William James McHenry of Plymouth and
Sarah Mildred Crowell of Bourne; married in BoUrne.
December 24. Thomas H. Bryant and Grace E. Manter,
both of Plymouth.
December 25. Manuel Firiera Evengelho and Filimenna
Thomas, both of Plymouth.
]
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and
Erena
Samuel
F.
and
Anna
M.
Mentori
and
Frena,
Jolm
and
liarbara
Leon
and
Ella
C.
(yharles
A.
and
Annie
Mioiiael
and
Mary
A.
Leo
and
Mary
M
.
Phili).
and
W'ill.elmina
C.
Jose})h
and
Krminia
Luigi
and
Astelia
Antonio
and
Clementina
Frank
and
Frances
W.
-fames
E.
and
Rose
A.
(Charles
H.
and
Miriam
A.
Lincoln
B.
and
Salome
R.
David
and
Mary
William
F.
and
Magdalena
Edward
W.
2d
and
Anna
J.
August
and
Delia
Loui
and
Annie
Murdock
and
Caroline
Murdock
and
Caroline
Alton
A.
and
Gertrude
A.
Rennie
I.
and
Jennie
Miles
L.
and
Bridget
Name.
Adolfo
Veronesi
Elsie
Louise
Smith
Adolfo
Virenazi
Joseph
Louis
Brenner
Emma
Krasinski
lUirg
William
Barrett
Beatrice
Helletia
White
Philip
Wilhelm
Rudolph
Mary
Bregoli
Louisa
Ferdinanda
Gallerani
Mary
Sovoni
Percy
Itohbins
Douglass
John
liogan
Cynthia
(Jilbert
Lesley
Lincoln
(Jarfield
Helen
LeRoy
Anderson
Richard
Foster
Hughes
Anna
Christina
Watson
Almondo
Brendoli
Adolfo
Acosi
111.
Marie
Diana
Desveaux
Eudora
Esther
Desveaux
Wood
Albert
A.
E.
Post
Annie
Christina
Hanson
Date.
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SUMMARY.
The following are the statistics of births, marriages and
deaths, registered in Plymouth, for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1901.
BIRTHS.
Number registered, 212
Males, 113
Females, 99
The parentage is as follows
:
Both parents born in
—
United States, 78
Italy, 41
Denmark,
, i
Germany, 16
Sweden, 4
England, 5
Russia, 5
British Provinces, 8
Western Islands, 2
Mixed, one American, 39
Mixed, neither American. 13
MARRIAGES.
Number of marriages registered in 190 1, 96
Both parties born in
—
United States, 53
Germany. 2
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Western Islands, I
Portugal, 2
Italy, 15
British Provinces, 3
Mixed, one American, 18
Mixed, neither American, 2
DEATHS.
Number of deaths registered, 202, of which 47 occurred
out of town, burial taking place in Plymouth.
Born in
—
United States, 169
Germany, II
England, 2
Ireland, 9
British Provinces, 5
Italy, 3
Norway, I
Belgium, I
Unknown, I
Plym 5
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL.
REPORT OF THE PARK COMMISSIONERS.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth—
PARK ACCOUNT.
The undrawn balance of 1900 was $205 87
Appropriation, 750 OO'
1 75J cords wood sold at Morton
Park, 455 91
6 cords refuse wood, 13 24
Bath House permits at Beach Park, 6 00
$1,431 02
Expenses for
Cutting and carting wood, trimming
trees and burning brush,. $826 16
Labor on roads and paths, 385 35
New signs, 53 O'l
Axes, shovels and other tools,. 13 55
Planting trees, 10 oa
Foot-bridge at the outlet of Billing-
ton Sea, 64 15
Grass seed and repairs to pump, 5 58
Lumber, $5.26; replacing seats, $7.17 12 43
Printing, $5.00; stone bounds, $2.50, 7 50
$1,377 73
Burton Park.
Transplanting trees and shrubs, and cleaning
up grounds, $12 93;
Bates Park.
Care of grounds, $ii 32
Lawn mower and hose, 13 25
Sowing seed and planting shrubs, 1 1 45
$36 02
Beach Park.
Care of Park by H. L. Sampson, $15 00
Lock and dipper, $.50; painting, $1.70, 2 20
Clearing up grounds, 9 30
$26 50
$1,453 18
Overdrawn, 22 16
$1,431
TRAINING GREEN ACCOUNT.
Undrawn balance of 1900, $14 32
Appropriation, 180 00
$194 32
Expenses.
Signs, $9 50
Ashes, 7 12
Labor on walks and seats, 10 81
Care of Green by B. E. Blackmer, 12^ 00
Undrawn balance, .41 89
$194 32
The overdraft on Park account will be more than met by
the sale of wood already cut.
MORTON PARK.
More money than usual has been expended at Morton
Park this year; but the improvements have been in even
greater proportion.
—68—
The addition to the park in March, of twelve and a half
acres of land on the south side of Town Brook, has been
connected with the old parts of the park by a foot-bridge
over the brook near Billington Sea. This bridge may be
reached from the south by a road-way, and by a well shaded
path at the foot of a steep bank following the windings of
the brook. The scenery in the brook-valley and the beauti-
ful views of Billington Sea from the foot-bridge make this
one of the most interesting parts of the park. Seats have
been built in the* shade of oak, sour-gum, maple and other
trees in the valley, and when the winds are southerly this is
a delightfully cool retreat even in the warmest of summer
days.
Thirteen years ago the greater part of what is now Mor-
ton Park was covered with sprout growth which had lost
vitality with each cutting. It has been the aim of your
commissioners, by the gradual substitution of seedling trees
for coppice or sprout growth, to restore in time the lasting
beauty and grandeur of a primeval forest. For the health of
the seedlings it is sometimes advisable to thin the coppice so
vigorously as to impair for a short time its beauty; but the
rapid growth of the remaining trees and of those newly
planted has more than justified the policy of giving them
abundant light and room. If white pines and other ever-
green trees fail to get ample light and room while they are
young, their lower limbs cannot thrive. It is, therefore,
important to keep pace with their needs by a generous clear-
ing away of the inferior growth about them. That white
pines may have the strongest trunks and roots to best fit
them to withstand gales of wind, as well as to give them
the most beautiful shapes, they need to be so far distant
from other trees tliat the sun may get to all parts of the
tree. If the lower limbs are much shaded they soon die,
and the trunk below tb.e dead limbs and the roots also, be-
ing deprived of the food that would have come from the
-69-
limbs alive, do not attain their greatest possible strength.
A grove of such trees should be so planned that the trees
would eventually be as much as seventy-five feet apart in
every direction.
NEW BRIDGE.
The old bridge at ''Bill Holmes' Dam" cannot be regarded
as permanent. The approaches to it are inconvenienr, and
the bridge itself may at anytime be obstructed, or even re-
moved, by the owners of the dam. With all this in mind,
your commissioners are laying the foundations for a new
bridge with an arch of uncut stone, about one-hundred feet
farther up the stream. They do not expect this bridge to
be built by the town; but they hope it will be built and named
by some individual or by some organization interested in
the town.
BEACH PARK.
The uncertainty as to what protection to the Beach from
the ocean will be furnished by the town or by the nation,
makes it undesirable to try to improve this park by the means
at hand.
By taking good care of the waiting rooms and clearing
up the grounds occasionally, the natural attractions of this
park have been somewhat increased.
BURTON PARK.
This park is filling its purpose better year after year at
very little cost to the town. Some of its surplus shrubbery
was removed to Bates Park in the spring.
BATES PARK.
The coating of soil put on a part of this park in 1900,
was seeded for a grass lawn; and the grass has
—
70—
made a good start. The grounds now have depth of soil
sufficient to make a good lawn if occasional dressing is ap-
j)lied, and care is used to cut the grass at proper times.
Possibly water may need to be supplied to preserve the grass
through any long summer drought.
Shrubs from Burton Park were used to advantage here,
and survived the summer.
The extension of the brick paving of the principal walk
would be an improvement, and a saving of expense in the
care of the park.
TRAINING GREEN.
It is a source of much satisfaction that the persons who
use this public square, avoid injuring its well kept grass
plots.
Let us hope that all may learn that it is not necessary to
injure valuable property eitlier public or private, in cele-
brating the anniversary of the birth of the nation. All the
trees standing on the Green were trimmed under the direc-
tion of the tree-ward?']^ and at the exyense of his depart-
ment; it is hoped that these beautiful elms may gain vigor
thereby.
We ask an appropriation of
—
For Parks, $75o oo
For Training Green, i6o oo
Respectfully submitted,
NATHANIEL MORTON,
GEORGE R. BRIGGS,
WALTER H. SEARS,
Park Counnissioners.
Plymouth, Mass., Dec. 31, 190 1.
The Following
Pictures of Morton Park
are samples selected from forty-one pictures in
A SOUVENIR OF PLYMOUTH PARKS
Published in 1901.
The Souvenir also contains a brief history of the
acquisition of our parks by the town, and
a map of Morton Park.
For sale by
A. S. BURBANK
Plymouth, Mass .



REPORT OF THE FORESTER.
Appropriation, $2,500 00
Bills paid to Jan. i, 1902, for
—
New equipment.
Notices in newspapers,
Posters, blanks, etc..
$508 25
15 30
547 05
Balance to credit of account, $1^952 95
The Town appropriated $2,500.00 at the Annual Meet-
ing, ''to be expended in means to prevent and check the
spread of fires in woodlands."
The Forester hoped to establish two lookout stations
which could be used to locate fires, by the simple principle
of triangulation, as soon as smoke appears. The construc-
tion of the telephone line, which would make this scheme
practical, was postponed until 1902 and consequently the
stations were not built; but they should be erected this year
and paid for from the balance to the credit of the account.
It was intended to use a considerable part of the appro-
priation for the establishment of belts of land, mostly along
existing roadways, which should be kept free from under-
brush, and so make continuous lines to be used as bases in
fighting fires. With the woods divided by such belts, fires
can be confined in most cases to the sections in which they
originate and the cost of maintaining the belts need not be
great, once they are established.
This work could not be done at a reasonable cost in sum-
mer, as the brush must be burned, consequently the greater
part of the appropriation has been carried into the new
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calendar year to be drawn upon as needed for work now
being done.
It is pleasant to report that owners of woodland seem
willing to cooperate in the establishment of these lines. All
who have been approached on the subject seem ready to
grant such rights as are needed for the purpose.
A number of chemical extinguishers were added to the
equipment of the department and it is hoped that arrange-
ments can be made to have one of the wagons, supplied with
extinguishers and chemicals, located at ^Manomet at some
point where there is a telephone connection, and where
horses are easily obtainable. Such a station would be a
great protection to the houses in the vicinity as well as to
the woods from Chilronville to Ellisville on the south and
Long Pond on the west. A desirable location for a wagon
could not be found in Ovlanomet last year.
Racks to carry three or four extinguishers were furnished
some of the deputy fire-wards and fitted to their business
wagons: it is planned to add to the number of these small
equipments the coming season; also to substitute a new
wagon, with greater capacity and strength, for the one
now located in town, sending the latter to the proposed new
station at ^lanomet.
Woods fires caused little damage last year. The worst
fire originated at a cranberry bog in Carver and, running
before a north-west gale, burned over one hundred acres
in Plymouth on Sunday, November tenth. Other
fires were small and mostly along the line of the Middle-
boro Railroad where the locomotives, often strained to the
limit of their strength in climbing the heavy grades with
the freight train, send showers of sparks into the woods.
As this train leaves Plymouth at noon the conditions are
most favorable for fires to catch from these sparks.
I recommend an appropriation of Si.ooo.oo to be drawn
upon next winter for the extension of the lane svstem de-
scribed above.
GEORGE R. BRIGGS,
Forester.
REPORT OF TREE WARDEN.
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF TREE WARDEN
ELECTED MARCH, 1900.
Cash on hand, as per report,
January i, 1901, $25 52
Expenses
—
FiHng saws, $ 2 35
Telegrams to Springfield, i 40
Trip to East Walpole, ' 3 60
Services paid for trimming trees,
Paid to H. L. Frost, 6 50
Paid to Henry Brooks, 12 00
Balance donated, 33
$25 85 $25 85
NATHANIEL MORTON,
Tree Warden for ipoo
until the election of Geo. R. Briggs.
Plymouth, Mass., Dec. 31, 1901.
TREE WARDEN'S ACCOUNT.
The Town Treasurer has credited the account with
:
Appropriation, $1,400 00
Received for work on Burial Hill, 93 00
Received for work on Railroad avenue, 20 00
Received for work on private lands, 41 54
$1,554 54
The Treasurer has paid for:
Labor,
Spraying outfit.
Insecticides,
Tools, guards for trees, etc..
Trees,
Repairs to damaged fence,
$1,083 44
146 77
127 38
82 51
6 00
2 75
1,448 85
Leaving a balance to credit of account, Jan.
I, 1902, $105 69
This balance will be increased by payments of accounts
due, made since Jan. i, and decreased by the amount of bills
paid by the treasurer since that date. It is estimated that
the balance to the credit of the account will be about fifty
dollars on March i.
The sum of $55.70 will therefor be available for the work
of the coming season.
In the report of the Tree \\^arden for the year 1900 the
attention of the Town was called to the fact that the elm
leaf beetle had attacked our trees and would undoubtedly
do great damage in 1901 unless vigorous measures were
ftaken to fight it. A plan of campaign was outlined, the
expense of which, outside of the Tree \\'arden's salary,
was estimated at $1,400.00. At the ]\Iarch ^Meeting this
sum was cheerfully appropriated by the Town and has
proved sufficient to do the work. Some unforeseen condi-
tions made slight modifications of the original plan neces-
sary but the work was done practically as outlined in the
report mentioned above.
Nearly all the trees in Town needed thorough trimming;
there were many dead branches among them and in many
instances limbs which had been injured either by chafing
tog-ether, l^y faulty trimming in the past, by wires carelessly
strung and without sufficient insulation, or by some other
cause were becoming a source of danger to people using our
streets, besides weakening the trees. It was not possible to
trim thoroughly all parts of the Town during the time avail-
able for this work; nor was the estimate of $300.00 for
trimming made by my predecessor with the hope that all
desirable work of this kind could be done in a smgle year.
Probably half the trimming has been accomplished; it can be
finished during the coming spring if the Town supplies the
means.
The trunks of a few trees were scraped in March but very
few beetles were found in the crevices and it was impossible
to reduce the number of beetles much in this way. Some
householders reported that large numbers of beetles were
found in their attics and unused rooms and that these were
readily swept up and burned. It is probable that a great
many colonies hibernated in such places undisturbed and
escaped in the spring without the knowledge of the owners
of ithe attics, lofts, and out-buildings where they found
shelter. The experience of last year indicates that such
places are the only accessible ones where the beetles hiber-
nate in numbers and so the Tree \\^arden must depend upon
the cooperation and interest of householders for the most
important work of destroying the beetles at a time when
each female killed will probably reduce the number of grubs
in the summer by a large number. It is our wish to ex-
press hearty thanks for the interest and pains taken by
those who discovered this opportunity to help last year and
we ask every person having charge of attics or lofts to aid
us. The beetles are about one-quarter of an inch in length
and are described as yellowish brown with black stripes
along the back; many have a greenish tinge. When the
warm days come in May the beetles can be seen crawling
about the rooms where they have been concealed and upon
the windows; they continue to make their appearance from
time to time for several weeks and may be delayed by cold
weather until June.
The new spraying outfit was satisfactory but it was im-
possible to spray the trees fast enough with this and the old
one belonging to the Town. Two new outfits, similar to our
new one, were hired and with all these the work was car-
ried on with reasonable speed and success. A careful ob-
server could notice that the leaves of many trees were eaten
somewhat. A few English elms for which the beetles have
a special liking, and occasional branches which it was im-
possible to reach with the insecticide, or which the workmen
had overlooked, were partiallv defoliated; otherwise the
leaves of our public trees were green and the few exceptions
served to illustrate what would have been their fate if the
spraying had been omitted. It is doubtful if casual ob-
servers noticed that the foliage of our trees was eaten, un-
less, perchance, they passed some of the defoliated trees on
private land whose owners did not guard against the attacks
of the beetle. The Town gladly did the spraying at cost, for
many persons, and there was only one instance w^here,
through a misunderstanding, a request for spraying was dis-
regarded. There were a number of trees in backyards
or private lands, in th^ preservation of which the owners
showed little interest, that were practically stripped of
leaves. The trunks of some of these were treated with
kerosene emulsion in mid-summer to kill as many of the
pupae as possible. The emulsion was also used on the
ground around such trees when practicable. A\^hile this
simple and inexpensive work doubtless destroyed large
quantities of pupae and larvae the total number on these
trees was so great that many must have escaped and the
beetles from these pupae will doubtless be on hand next May
to help perpetuate their species.
It is probable that thorough spraying of the public trees
will be necessary the coming season and this work should
be extended to all elms in the infested districts. The Tree
Warden dislikes to ask the Town to appropriate money to do
such work for private parties who often do not value their
elms and may remove them at any time ; but, apart from the
precedent involved, it would seem good judgment to make
the work of exterminating the beetle as thorough as possible.
The enemy is relentless and will make use of every safe
spot to reinforce its numbers. Until we fight it in all its
breeding grounds, we ean not hope for the best success.
The ravages of storms, time, wires carrying electricity,
and leaky gas pipes injure or destroy some trees each year.
Some of these dangers can be made much less than they
have been, except that the territory covered by the wires
constantly increases. Better insulation of wires should be
insisted upon where the wires are near enough to the limbs
of trees to chafe upon them when they sway in violent winds.
It is difficult for a "line-man," to whom trees and their
limbs are obstructions to be overcome, if not removed with
his hatchet, to appreciate their beautv and importance. Con-
sequently it is not surprising that many of our trees have
been mutilated when the trimming has been left to the judg-
ment of the men that strung the wires. While more care is
now used in doing this work there is room for further im-
provement.
A number of young elms were set out last spring at places
where gaps in the lines of trees made it seem desirable, and
along some streets where no trees were planted previously.
There is room for much more work of this kind and the
cooperation of abuttors can often be obtained so as to make
the expense to the Town small.
The Tree Warden received a petition, with ten signa-
tures, for the removal of the fine elm in Franklin street. Not *
all of the signers use this street frequently and most of the
residents of that vicinity did not sign the petition, many pro-
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testing against its object. While the location of the tree in
the middle of the sidewalk doubtless occasions some incon-
venience to a few people it cannot be considered a source of
danger. It is the only tree on the street and should be the
pride of those who can enjoy its beauty and grateful shade
which must greatly outweigh the inconvenience it causes.
The improvements in city and town streets often result in
leaving old trees in awkward positions and numerous in-
stances may be found where trees inferior to this elm are
as inconveniently located in sidewalks where there is much
more travel than on this short street. Under the circum-
stances a hearing on this petition seemed unnecessary.
' In the estimates of last year no provision was made for
the salary of the Tree A\'arden. It is probable that less
money will be needed this year for new equipment so that
an appropriation of $1,400.00 should be sufficient to cover
the whole cost of the department.
GEORGE R, BRIGGS
Tree Warden.
PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS
The Directors of the Library respectfully make the fol-
lowing report of the work of the Library during the past
year, and of its present condition
:
Bound volumes added for circulation in 1901, 232
Bound volumes withdrawn from circulation in 1901, no
Total gain in volumes for circulation, 122
Bound volumes added for reference in 1901, 90
Total number of bound volumes added, 212
Unbound volumes and pamphlets added in 190 1, 76
Total number of additions, ^ 288
Number of volumes for circulation Jan. i, 1901, 10,890
Number of volumes for circulation added during 1901, 122
Total number of volumes for circulation,
Jan. I, 1902, 11,012
Volumes in Reference Department,
Jan. I, 1901, ' 2,411
Volumes added in 1901, 90
Total number of volumes for reference, 2,501
Total number of volumes in Library, I3?5I3
Books given out for circulation during 1901
—
History, 874
Biography, 690
Travels,
Poetry, 269
1807Literature,
Fiction,
Science,
25424
850
269
457
Theology,
Miscellaneous,
Total circulation for the year, 31,^72
The following magazines and periodicals are provided in
the Reading Room for the use of the public, viz
:
Harper's Monthly.
Harper's Weekly.
Atlantic Monthly.
Century Magazine.
Scribner's Magazine.
New England Magazine.
McClure's Magazine.
St. Nicholas.
Review of Reviews.
North American Review.
Forum.
Popular Science Monthly.
Scientific American.
Scientific American Supplement.
Cosmopolitan.
Youth's Companion.
New York Tribune.
Plymouth Free Press (Gift of PubUshers).
Union Signal (Gift of local W. C. T. U.)
Outlook.
Magazine of Art. (To be had on application.)
Library Journal. (To be had on application).
Public Libraries. (To be had on application.)
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The following photographic collections from the Library
Art Club have been on exhibition, viz
:
South Pacific Railroad Scenery.
Oberammergau.
Perugia.
York, England.
At Christmas pictures from the Mary G. Bartlett collec-
tion of photographs, belonging to the Library, illustrating
the birth and early life of Christ, were exhibited in the
Reading Room.
The new Library Building, presented by the children of
the late William G. and Mary Ellen Russell, has been most
thoroughly and substantially built, and is now nearly com-
pleted. The building is colonial in style, in keeping with
the historical associations of its location, and, with its ex-
cellent proportions and simple yet beautiful interior, will
be an ornament to the Town, and of great use and benefit
to the public. The building will be ready for occupation
early in March. The Directors have taken advantage of
the contemplated removal of the Library to prepare for sev-
eral improvements in its work, viz : The adoption of the
Browne System of Book deliverv, and the Dewey System
of Classification, the latter being an entirely new card cata-
logue of all the books in the Library arranged under the re-
spective heads of author, title and subject, and allowing in-
definite expansion as new books may be added in the
future. This laborious work has been successfully ac-
complished by Miss Thomas, the Librarian, withcjut closing
the Library, and without interrupting its regular work.
\ATLLL\M HEDGE, President.
For the Direetors.
Plymouth. Feb. i, 1902.
Plym 6
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1901.
About the same number of complaints were made and in-
vestigated this year as last and in fourteen instances premi-
ses ordered connected with the sewer, while in one case the
conditions were such that a house was ordered vacated until
it should be made habitable in the opinion of the Board.
It has been repeatedly brought to the attention of the
Board that the small brook running in the vicinity of Sam-
oset street and Depot avenue and thence to the harbor is
a nuisance during the summer months, because it is used for
the disposal of a large and constantly increasing amount of
sewage for which its limited capacity and central location
render it absolutely unfit. The Board has accordingly taken
measures which will lead, as soon as satisfactory arrange-
ments can be made, to the removal of objectionable matter
from the brook, leaving it to its legitimate work, the dis-
posal of surface water.
During the summer the flats near the outlet of Eel River
become a source of annoyance at low water. As the river
now empties directly into the bay. each severe north-east
storm carries large (|uantities of marine vegetation of* vari-
ous sorts up to a point where the stream becomes broad and
shallow, depositing it there where it decomposes, giving off
at times a horrible stench, -and affording a breeding place
for clouds of insects, making the locality an extremely un-
comfortable one for residents or even for the passer-by.
Taking advantage of a low condition of water in the river
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the Board caused the channel below the flats to be cleared
of obstructing rocks and sand bars, thus getting a swifter
current and draining the objectionable flats from which the
decomposing mass was scraped as far as possible. By these
means the matter was greatly helped, but they were of course
only palliative, for so long as the river empties as at present
the same conditions must arise and must be met every year.
The record of contagious diseases reported to the B-oard
is as follows
:
Diphtheria, 19
Scarlet fever, 13
Typhoid fever, 1
1
Measles, 3
Membraneous croup, i
Small pox, I
The total number of cases is but one greater than last
year, but the significance of the list bears no relation to the
figures. The number of cases of diphtheria is serious when
compared with the one case which occurred in 1900, but
happily the free antitoxine furnished by the State Board
for those who cannot obtain it for themselves, has been
available, some fifty bottles having been used in Plymouth
and Kingston, and has perhaps prevented a more alarming
epidemic. Moreover the culture tubes, of which about two
dozen have been sent to the State Board, have made it pos-
sible to diagnose and isolate cases which otherwise might
have spread the disease.
Typhoid fever shows seven more cases than last year.
Not a great increase, but one which should make us alert
for possible avenues of contagion.
Measles has apparently used up all the available material
and is dying out for want of it.
For a long time the town has been free from small-pox
luntil this year. The prevalence of the disease in Boston and
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vicinity led the Board to feel that as the efficiency of vac-
cination in preventing or at least modifying small-pox is
g-enerally conceded, the opportunity to protect themselves
should be placed within the reach of all. In accordance with
this idea, beginning early in December and continuing until
January ist, 1902, free vaccination cards were issued by the
Board, entitling the holder to vaccination by any of the
practising physicians in the town. The record, which gives
the number, names and addresses of each applicant, shows
that over eight hundred individuals availed themselves of
this offer.
On the sixteenth day of December a case of small-pox
was reported at Prospect Farm. Fortunately this place is
remote from the thickly settled portions of the town and
could be conveniently and rigidly quarantined. This was
immediately done. The services of a physician were at once
secured and a nurse telephoned for, while a guard was sta-
tioned on the premises both night and day, to insure the
efficiency of the quarantine and provide for the comfort and
safety of the patient and others under quarantine. At the
request of your Board Dr. Morse, expert for the State
Board, visited the case and pronounced it one of small-pox
of the most malignant type. Dr. Morse recommended
that another nurse be procured, which was promptly done.
On Monday, December 23rd, the patient died and was
buried with every precaution in the way of disinfection.
All persons exposed to the disease were subjected to a
quarantine of two weeks, and the premises thoroughly dis-
infected, such articles as could not be thoroughly cleansed
being destroyed, entailing much hard as well as careful and
painstaking labor by the physician and nurses. This case
has been an expensive one necessarily for the Town, but
an economy which would result in even one additional case
would be fallacious. With the continued preval-
ence of small-pox in this vicinity and the imminent danger
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of its reappearance in our community it becomes obvious that
the Town should own a suitable building properly located
to which, provided the patient's condition shall admit, and
it seems otherwise desirable, he or she may be conveyed and
cared for well and economically.
The public dump which was established in the south part
of the Town last spring-, near the old "pest house" site, has
proved its usefulness, and has done much towards prevent-
ing unsightly accumulations of rubbish in vacant lots about
Town.
The Board has purchased two formaldehyde disinfectors
which can be obtained on application by physicians wishing
to disinfect premises where contagious disease has existed.
Pastiles will be furnished for use with the apparatus and
it is to be hoped that general use will be made of them.
The following is a statement of the expenditures made
by the Board of Health during: the year
:
Agent and Inspector, salary and expenses, $102 40
Secretary, 27 31
Labor and material, public dump. 15 83
Printing and advertising, 42 25
Two formaldehyde disinfectors and pastiles, 15 00
Burying seal, washed ashore near Foundry dump, I 00
Burying ox, washed ashore near Gurnet, 5 00
Sign boards. 2 60
Picking up and burying herring on shore of Great
Herring Pond, 16 00
Digging out Eel River, 55 05
Lea Bros. & Co., ''Harrington's Hygiene," 4 25
Record book and letter file. 2 05
Horse hire. 6 00
Physicians, account 'Tree vaccination," 150 50
Expense account small-pox case
—
Physician, 532 50
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Nurses, including fee to Nurses Directory, 245 99
Watchmen, 127 50
Undertaker, ' • 50 00
Carting swill to Prospect Farm during sickness
and quarantine (to be reimbursed), 31 5^
Groceries, provisions, coal, etc. 29 75
$1,462 48
J. HOLBROOK SHAW,
JOSIAH MORTON,
FREDERICK D. BARTLETT,
Board of Health.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
CEMETERIES.
The following is the report of the Superintendent of Cem-
eteries for the year 1901 :
During the year much has been done towards the per-
manent beautifying of the cemeteries, although much more
might have been done if the Superintendent had more power
to act at his own discretion; in other words, if he was ac-
tually Superintendent in fact as well as in name.
The receiving tomb has been built and will, I think, prove
a wise provision and lasting benefit to the Town. About
eight hundred feet of line fence has been constructed. This
is a wire fence and does not obstruct the view, besides be-
ing of a more permanent character than wood, as well as be-
ing cheaper in construction. More fencing is needed. The
entrances to the cemeteries, as mentioned last year, are out
of repair and could be much improved as well as made per-
manent in character and thereby would need no annual re-
pairs. The water supply is still inadequate and should be
extended the coming season.
Another matter, which is to my mind of perhaps greatest
consequence at this time, is the lack of suitable ground for
use as burial lots. I do tiot mean by this any lack of land,
but much of what remains within the limits of the ceme-
teries is not in available condition for sale as lots and should
at once be prepared, since the demand for such lots is fast
encroaching on what may be termed the wild land of the
cemetery. This is of immediate importance and should be
attended to at once.
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On Burial Hill many of the most important and historic
gravestones have been covered the past year and some work
in the same direction remains to be done. On account of the
great number of visitors to this historic spot some action
should be taken to make the paths of a permanent character
so as to save annual outlay for their repair.
In conclusion I recommend that the Superintendent be
given more power, and then if found incompetent let the
Town remove him and put in his place one who is compe-
tent. I also recommend that appropriations be made for
the several cemeteries at least equal to the amount voted at
the last annual meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
E. F. STRANGER.
Superintendent Oak Grove, Vine Hill Cemeteries and Buri-
al Hill
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:—
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit the following re-
port of the Police Department for the year ending Decem-
ber 31st, 1901 :
Total number of arrests,
Males, 204
Residents, 143
Adults, 191
Number of fines imposed,
Sent to jail.
Sent to State farm.
Sent to Concord,
Sent to Sherborn,
Cases appealed.
Cases discharged,
Placed on probation,
Amount fines imposed,
Amount fines paid.
Cases now in Superior Court,
Classified as follows
:
Assault,
Drunks,
By-laws,
Liquor laws,
Insane,
Larceny,
Non-support,
Females, 5
Non-residents, 66
Minors, 18
109
10
8
I
I
2
40
$1,835 90
$1,465 90
2
12
89
4
^5
5
II
2
209
Adultery, 2
Pedlers' laws, 2
Breaking and entering, 4
Disturbing peace. 3
Bastardy, 2
Stubborn child, I
Vagrant, 5
Capias, I
Trespass, 2
Gaming nuisance. 2
Murder, I
The accommodations at the lockup are not in keeping
with the progressive spirit of tke Town, it having been con-
structed many years ago when the population was much less
than at present. It consists of three dark cells, with little
or no ventilation, and as one cell is constantly used for
seized goods, it only leaves two cells for those under arrest,
not only for Plymouth, but for the whole of the Third
District. I strongly urge that you take measures to secure
an appropriation to effect a radical change in this depart-
ment.
The force consists of four regular men, as follows : Sam-
uel Ferguson, Michael Casey, Peter Wood and Augustin J.
Hogan.
I desire to return my thanks for the courteous manner in
which I have been treated during the year.
Respectfully yours,
SAMUEL FERGUSON,
Chief of Police.
Plymouth, Mass., Jan. i, 1902.
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HORSE SERVICE.
The horse service has been as good during the past year
as is possible with the present method of obtaining horses
at a nearby stable.
Much delay is often experienced in making hitches, by
reason of the horses being unacquainted with their duty,
and often they are unfitted for the work required of them.
No dependence can be placed on having horses at all times,
as it frequently happens that they are all engaged in other
work, and in the event of an alarm the department would be
thrown on its own resources. The horse service the past
year has cost $550.00.
The Board most earnestly recommend that a suitable ad-
dition be built in the rear of the central fire station, and that
horses owned by the Town be kept there, and worked in
conjunction with the street department.
HYDRANTS.
Twelve hydrants have been placed between Jabez Corner
and Market street; three on the extension of Water street;
three on Court street, between Samoset and Allerton; one
on Newfield street ; one on Atlantic street, and one on Court
street, near the Kingston line. Two have been abandoned,
leaving 180 available for fire service.
There are several places where hydrants should be placed,,
but the water supply is inadequate.
AUXILIARY FIRE ALARM.
The Board of Engineers, recognizing and fully appreci-
ating the services rendered the department by the Plymouth
Electric Light Co. and the American Woolen Co. by the
furnishing of steam and blowing fire alarm whistles, wish to
publicly thank them, and through them their employes, for
their generosity and good service.
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FINANCIAL.
Cr.
By appropriation, $6,000 00
Dr.
To payments, $6,003 73
Note—By a new ruling of the Water Board an unexpect-
ed bill of $210.36 for work and material was presented and
paid, which accounts for the slight overdraft.
APPROPRIATION.
We recommend an appropriation of $6,000.00 to meet the
expenses of the department the coming year.
FRANK H. LANMAN,
Chief.
ISAAC L. HEDGE,
Clerk.
F. H. Lanman.
G. E. Saunders.
ENGINEERS.
E. D. Bartlett.
H. E. Morissey.
I. L. Hedge.
WATER COMMISSIONERS.
JOHN W. CHURCHILL—Term expires March, 1903.
EVERETT F. SHERMAN—Term expires, March, 1903.
GEORGE VV. BRADFORD—Term expires, March, 1902.
HORACE P. BAILEY—Term expires, March, 1902.
JOHN H. DAMON—Term expires, March 1904.
Superintendent—Charles H. Sherman.
Assistant Superintendent—Richard W. Bagnell.
Water Registrar—N. Reeves Jackson.
Engineer at Pumping Station—W. A. H. Jones.
All applications for water must be made at the office of
the Water Commissioners.
Superintendent's office in rear of Engine House, Main
street.
Telephone call— 119-3-
Rates payable at the Town Treasurer's office, semi-annu-
ally, in advance. May i and November i.
Meeting of the Commissioners to examine bills and claims
against the Department, the First Wednesday Evening
of each month.
Bills against the Department must be rendered on or be-
fore the first W^ednesday of each month, or they will lie over
until the following month.
Approved bills paid by the Town Treasurer at the Town
office.
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS.
The Water Commissioners herewith submit their forty-
seventh Annual Report.
RECEIPTS.
Water Rates. $23,025 02
Labor and material, 976 05
Miscellaneous, 139 94
Notes issued, 1901, 20,000 00
Premium on loan, 554 00
Overdrawn balance, 883 82
$45,578 83
EXPENDITURES.
Overdrawn balance, 1900, $7,847 94
Maintenance, 11,374 17
Bonds and interest, 11,167 60
Construction, by vote of towm, 9,698 07
Construction, bv vote of Water Commissioners, 5,491 05
$45,578 83
.
MAINTENANCE.
Salaries, $2,100 48
Labor, 3,258 65
Horse-hire and electric railroad tickets, 651 25
Fuel and light, 61 88
Rental of storehouse, 40 00
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Rubber boots and mittens, 38 13
Repairs to factory, office and machinery, 25 70
Tools and supplies for factory, 56 12
Power for factory, 50 40
Insurance (fire and accident). 229 70
Office furniture, 8 50
Surveying, 6 50
Services of physician, on account of accident, 17 50
Freight, express and trucking. 163 98
Stationery, stamps and printing, 145 II
Damages paid on account of leak, (N. L. Savery), 25 oo
Repairs on water meter. 2 71
Material for by-pass, (Plymouth Cordage
Company )
,
107 so
Tools and repairs to tools, 207 58
Corporations and stop-cocks. 74 12
Packing, duck, lead and oil, i6s SQ
Plumbing, 61 25
Telephones, 34 62
Cement, 54 90
Four hydrants, (sold to fire department), 143 96
Gates, gate-boxes, branches and sleeves, 128 30
Pipe and iron for pipe. 790 51
Miscellaneous, 37 70
$8,687 64
PUMPING STATION.
Engineer's salary. $800 00
Engineer, extra for services. 151 35
Labor, man to assist engineer. 209 40
Coal and wood, 798 69
Repairs to pump. 257 08
Repairs to No. 2 boiler. 309 90
Repairs to building. 23 56
Plym 7
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Telephone, 25 00
Tools, etc., II 69
Parts and supplies for machinery,. 30 29-
Oil, etc., 38 67
Labor, mowing, weeding, etc., 5 00
Removing ashes, 16 10
Miscellaneous, 9 80
$2,686 53.
BONDS AND INTEREST.
Bond paid on issue of October 2, 1899, $1^500 00
Bond paid on issue of June i, 1885, 2,800 00
Bond paid on issue of August i, 1890, 1,300 00
Bond paid on issue of August i, 1894, 800 00
Bond paid on issue of February 3, 1894, 240 00
Bonds paid, $6,640 00
Interest paid on issue of October 2, 1899, $1,140 00
Interest paid on issue of May i, 1900, 350 00
Interest paid on issue of June i, 1885, 1^512 00
Interest paid on issue of August i, 1890, 884 00
Interest paid on issue of August i, 1894, 608 00
Interest paid on issue of February 3, 1894,. 33 60
$4,527 60
6,640 00
Bonds and interest paid, $11,167 60
The Commissioners have installed new pipe, under the
vote of the town, as follows: On the Nook Road, 1,292 ft.
12-inch pipe; on Court St., 1,283 ft. 12-inch pipe; on Sand-
wich St., from Jabez Corner to Spring Hill, 5,315 ft. lo-inch
pipe; and 379 ft. 4-inch pipe on the cross streets betw^een
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Court St. and Standish Avenue, with the necessary gates
and hydrants, at a cost of $15,295.16.
The pump is badly in need of repairs, which can be made
only by a continued shut-down of the pump service. We
consider it dangerous to continue with only one pump, es-
pecially in case of fire, and therefore ask that a new pump
and boiler be supplied. Should this be done, we can put the
present pump in good repair, and have two efficient pumps
upon which to rely in case of necessity.
The present wooden pumping station, which has been in
service since 1879, must, in the opinion of your Commis-
sioners, be replaced by a new and fire-proof building. This
we deem to be necessary as a measure of safety and good
policy for the town, for, under present conditions, we are
obliged to maintain a second engineer at the station, and
must provide- him with a dwelling. At present, the family
of the first engineer is housed in the tenement over the en-
gine-room, w^hich is constantly shaken by the vibration of
the pump in the room below.
It seems that by fitting up the present pumping station as
two tenements, and building a new fire-proof house for the
pumps, we can at once provide for our engineers' families,
and relieve the town from all danger of being left without
pump service in case of fire at the station.
The Commissioners would recommend that an appropria-
tion of ($20,000.00) Twenty Thousand Dollars be made for
the erection of a fire-proof building and the installing of a
new pump and boiler, and repairing the present pumping
station so as to make it suitable for two tenements.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN W. CHURCHILL,
H. P. BAILEY,
E. F. SHERMAN,
JOHN H. DAMON,
bEORGE W. BRADFORD.
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS.
PLYMOUTH (MASS.) WATER WORKS.
Published by request of the New England Water Works Association.
Population by census of 1900, 10,000.
Date of construction, 1855.
By whom owned : Town.
Source of supply: Great and Little South Ponds and
Lout Pond.
Mode of supply : Gravity for low service, and pumping
for high service.
PUMPING.
1. Builders of pumping machinery : Worthington.
2. Coal: {b) Bituminous; (d) Brand, various; (e) $5
per gross ton.
4. Total fuel, 407,430 pounds.
5. Total water pumped, 193,430,160 gallons.
6. Average static head, 65 feet.
7. Average dynamic head, 66 feet.
8. Number of gallons pumped per pound of coal, 482.95.
9. Duty of pump. 26,132,139.
COST OF PUMPING, FIGURED ON PUMPING
STATION EXPENSES, VIZ. : $2,686.53.
10. Per million gallons against dynamic head into direct
pipe, $13.88.
11. Per million gallons raised one foot high (dynamic),
$0.21.
COST OF PUMPING, FIGURED ON TOTAL
MAINTENANCE, VIZ. : $11,813.33.
12. Per million gallons raised against dynamic head into
direct pipe, $61.08.
13. Per million gallons raised one foot high (dynamic),
$0,925.
I
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DISTRIBUTION.
1. Kind of pipe used: VVrouglit iron, cement-lined;
wrought iron on Beach.
2. Sizes, from 2 inch to 20 inch.
3. Extended, 15,660.5 feet.
4. Discontinued, 2,868 feet.
5. Total now in use, 44 miles and 2,271.5 feet.
6. Cost to repair per mile, $16.50.
7. Number of leaks per mile, 2.29.
S. Small distribution pipes, less than four inches : Total
length, 8 miles and 3,115 feet.
9. Hydrants added, 51; discontinued, 3.
10. Number now in use, 145 public, and 35 private.
II.. Stop gates added, 106.
12. Number now in use, 451.
13. Small stop gates, less than four inches, total, 135.
14. Number of blow-offs, 32.
SERVICES.
16. Kind of pipe: Lead and cement-lined.
17. From one-half inch to four inch.
18. Extended, 824.5 feet.
20. Total now in use, 6 miles and 750.5 feet.
21. Service taps added, 82.
22. Number now in use, 1,975.
23. Average length of service, 16.3 feet.
24. Average cost of service, $5.61.
27. Motors and elevators added, none.
28. Number now in use, i motor.
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REPORT OF THE COLLECTOR OF WATER
RATES.
Gentlemen—I hereby submit the annual report of the Col-
lector's department of the Water Works for the year 1901
:
The Collector is charged as follows
:
Arrears, $ 1,541 39
Water rates, 23,125 15
Labor and material, 978 42
Miscellaneous, 271 10
$25,916 06
Cr.
Abatements, $478 34
Uncollected labor and material, 235 33
Unc6llected rates, 1,201 32
Total collections, 24,001 07
$25,916 06
Water is supplied to 1,985 families; 995 water closets;
409 bath tubs; 105 stores, offices and shops; 174 stables; 479
horses; 167 cows; 16 urinals; 4 cemeteries; 10 engines; 11
fish and meat markets; i water motor; 4 bakeries; 3 laun-
dries; 4 banks; 7 churches; 10 manufactories; 2 photograph
saloons; 4 saloons; 6 hotels and boarding houses; 3 hot
houses; 3 printing offices; 5 public halls; 2 banquet rooms;
2 billiard rooms; 2 cigar manufactories; 255 hose; gas
works; N. Y., N. H. & H. railroad engines; 2 electric plants;
woolen mills and county buildings; public town buildings;
fire purposes and watering streets.
Yours respectfully,
N. REEVES JACKSON,
Collector of Water Rates,
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To the Board of Water Commissioners—
Gentlemen—I herewith submit the annual report of the
Superintendent of the Plymouth Water \^^orks, for the year
ending December 31, 1901.
MAIN AND DISTRIBUTION PIPES LAID UNDER
VOTE OF THE TOWN.
Number
Location. OF
Feet.
Size. Cost.
Court Street, connection at Ply. Cor. Co. 11 4 inc h. $69.54
(yherry Street, " " Standish Ave.
it (( ((
18
242 209.21
Savery's Lane, " ti (< (( 9 4 28.64
Centennial Street, "
(( (( << K <( (<
9
72 l\
'
48.72
Hamilton " " (< (( t( 9
45 t\ ' 59.38
Nook Road, " " So. Pond Road 11 m :27.5
U ' 214.3827.5
" " completion to Sandwich St., 1,292 12) '
« « u t* «(
.
9 6 > '
1
1,827.16
tt « (( 175 1
Sandwich St., Jabez Corner to Market St., 5,315 101 *
(( (( 105
76.5
6 I
'
12 ' ' ! 7,732.84
40 8j '
1,283 12 ]
'
<< (( 20
27
6 i '
6 ( ' i
2,534.66
11 lOJ '
8,834.5 !$12.724.43
'
Walls, fence, grading, etc.. Nook
Road, $764 79
Land damages, 311 93
Five air-cocks, put on 12 Main, 25 18
Repairing sidewalks around hydrants, 5 00
— io6
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Repairing defective gates, etc.. 47 45
Damages, on account of accident to W.
K. Xickerson in 1900. 1.127 98
Paid E. H. Phipps. balance due for
services in 1900, 288 40
S2.570 73
$15,295 16
DISTRIBUTION PIPES LAID BY VOTE OF
WATER CO^nilSSIOXERS.
Where Laid. No OP
Feet.
Size. Cost.
Atlantic Street,
Dyer's Road,
Water Street.
Water Street,
Newfields Stieet,
South Street.
Samoset Sti eet,
Samoset Street,
Summer Street,
Stevens Street,
956
278
L235
' 37
814
1.330
1,640
324
590
193
6 inch.
4 "
61
4/
6 ^'
4 "
4 "
3-4"
8654 95
170 80
1,092 16
613 40
706 68
1.414 87
339 77
59 26
: 7.397 85,051 89
Total length of main and distribution pipes laid. 16.231.5 ft.
Total cost of same, 820,347.05.
PIPE DISCOXTIXUED.
Distribution pipes have been discontinued as follows
:
On Sandwich street. 1.120 ft. 4 inch
On Sandwich street. 777 ft. 2 inch
Savery's Lane, 31 ft. 2 inch
Atlantic street, 940 ft. 2 inch
2,868 ft.
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LENGTH OF PIPE NOW IN USE.
Length of main and distribution pi])es, 44 miles and 2,271.5
feet.
Street length of service pipes, 6 miles and 750.5 feet.
Combined length of main, distribution and service pipes, 50
miles and 3,022 feet.
PIPE LOWERED.
On Newfields street, 45 feet of four-inch pipe have been
lowered, on account of the changing of the grade of the
street, at a cost of $9.10.
On Sandwich Road near Hayden's Mill, 50 feet of two-
inch pipe have been lowered, to insure safety against freez-
ing, at a cost of $24.10.
GATES.
In the year 1900, 59 gates, which were not men-
tioned in last report, were set as follows: 19 ten-inch, 4
six-inch, and 2 four-inch gates on Standish avenue; 9 six-
inch and 4 four-inch on Sandwich street; 14 twelve-inch, 2
ten-inch, and 2 six-inch on Court, Main and Market streets;
3 tw^elve-inch on Nook Road.
In 1 90 1, 47 gates have been set, as follows: 3 six-inch
and 3 four-inch on Standish avenue; 4 twelve-inch, i ten-
inch and I six-inch on Court street; 4 twelve-inch, i eight-
inch, I four-inch and i one-inch on Nook Road; i twelve-
inch, 12 ten-inch, i eight-inch and 2 four-inch on Sandwich,
Market and Pleasant streets; i six-inch and i four-inch on
Water street; i six-inch and i two-inch on Atlantic street;
I four-inch on Dyer's Road; i four-inch on Newfields street;
I four-inch on South, street : 3 six-inch and i four-inch on
Samoset street; i three-quarter-inch on Stevens street. The
above gates are all on new pij>e lines, and the cost is included
in the cost of the extensions.
1 six-inch gate has been set in the old pipe on Russell
street, south of Bartlett street, at a cost of $26.90.
2 four-inch and 2 two-inch gates, on Sandwich street, and
2 two-inch gates on Atlantic street have been discontinued.
Number of gates now in use. 451.
Eighty-two new service pipes have been added during the
year, at a cost of S439.16. Three services have been dis-
continued.
Total number of service pipes now in use. 1,975.
Street length of service pipes. 32.430.5 feet.
The connections of forty-seven service pipes and two street
pipes have been changed from old to new pipes, at a cost of
New water takers have been added during the year, as fol-
lows : 64 tenements. 121 water closets, 47 bath ttibs, 6
urinals, 5 stables, i store, and i boarding house of thirty-
two rooms.
STAND PIPES AND DRINKING FOUNTAINS.
Five stand pipes for filling the watering carts have been
erected, making a total of ten stand pipes now in use.
No drinking fountains have been added; number now in
use seven.
SERVICE PIPES.
$251.43.
NEW WATER TAKERS.
HYDRANTS.
Number of public hydrants on high service,
Number of public hydrants on low service,
Number of private hydrants.
109
36
35
Total number of hydrants available, 180
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LEAKS.
One hundred and two leaks in main and distribution pipes
have been repaired, at a cost of $733.42. In many instances
it was found advisable to put in new branches or lengths of
pipe, when making repairs, for whicli reason the expense has
been somewhat increased.
These leaks have all occurred in the old pipes, and the
increase in the number over previous years is undoubtedly
due to the deterioration of the pipes, together with the fact
that the water pressure has been increased by the use of the
new main and supply pipes. Twenty-one leaks in service
pipes have been repaired, at a cost of $69.78.
PUMPING STATION.
In May, the pump, which had been running steadily for
the past eight years, was found to be badly in need of repairs.
Work necessary to put pump, temporarily, into good work-
ing order was done, at a cost of $257.08.
On July 17, boiler No. 2 began to leak badly. On inspec-
tion, it was found that entire re-tubing was absolutely nec-
essary, which work was done, at a cost of $309.90.
As shown elsewhere in this report, the amount expended
on the pumping station accrmnt during the year is $2,686.53.
RESERVOIRS.
Both reservoir lots have been mowed and weeded, and the
embankment at the high service reservoir has been repaired,
all at a cost of $47.05.
ABUTMENTS AT PONDS.
The three abutments at the ponds have been repaired, at
a cost of $22.43, 3.nd are now^ in good condition.
BOXES REPLACED.
Sixty-seven service boxes and eight gate boxes have been
replaced bv new ones, at a cost of $96.65.
LABOR, 1901.
Extensions, $6,064 59
Making pipe. 2,034 17
Service pipes. 105 84
At pumping station. 365 75
All oilier labor. 3-258 65
Received for labor. $482 32
Received for shutting off services. 124 50
$11,829 00
606 82
Net cost of labor, $11,222 18
ACCOUNT OE PIPE MADE AT FACTORY.
Number C'ost of Cost of Total Cost per
of Feet. Material. I^abor. Cost. Foot.
1 2-inch
lO-inch
6-inch
4-iiic]i
!
980. 50 1 ^
:
5-096751 2
i 7,289.00 2
;
2,460.50!
5698.80] $177.08
,495.84! 885.45
,106.03 690.39
523. 14I 281.25
$875.88
3,381.29
2,796.42
804.39
89.3c
66.3c
38.5c
32.6c
!i5,826.75|$5 ,823.81 $2,034.17 $7,857.98
Cost of pipe made on acct. of appropriation, $5781 00
Cost of pipe made on acct. of Water department, 2,076 98
Total cost of pipe made in 1901, $7,857 98
The cost of tools, power and repairs to machinery at the
factory, during the year, has been $132.22.
SCHEDULE.
Showing the number of feet of each size pipe and number
and size of gates.
Size
in
Inches. length of
pipe in ft.
No.
of
Gates.
1
No.
of
Check
Valves.
No.
Air
Cocks.
No.
of
10-inch
Blow-ofifs.
1
No.
of
6-inch
1
Blow-offs.
No.
of
4-inch
Blow-offs.
No.
of
2-inch
Blow-offs.
No.
Hydrants.
20 190 1
16 7,515 2 1
14 8,252 6 1 8 1 2
12 11,203.5 29 5 2 15
10 34,275 54 • 2 8 1 3 30
8 4,799.5 13 2 10
6 24,409 51 3 3 25
4 86,802 162 3 3 1 7 59
3 9,562 i9 1 1 2
2 45.258.5 106 3 5 2
1 1,352 7
a
4 973 2
Total, 234,591 5 451 3 31 2 9 8 13 145
STOCK AND TOOLS ON HAND DECEMBER 31,
1901.
Inventory at shop and store house, $3)750 lO
Inventory at pumping station, 00
Furniture, stationery, etc., at office, 2bo 00
Total, $5,135 10
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. SHERMAN, Superintendent,
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR
I 90 I
PlymS
SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
Increase Robinson, 1904
Frank H. Perkins, 1904
J. HoLBROOK Shaw, M. D., 1903
William S. Kyle, 1903
Arthur E. Lewis, 1902
Elizabeth Thurber, 1902
Chairman, Wm. S. Kyle,
Secretary, Elizabeth Thurber.
The Committee meet regularly at the Town House on the
first and third Mondays of each month at 7.30 p. m.
Superintendent of Schools, Francis J. Heavens.
Office hours, 4 to 5 p. m., each school day.
Truant Officer, J. W. Hunting.
CALENDAR FOR 1902.
Winter term began December 30, 1901.
Summer term begins April 7, 1902.
Fall term begins September 8th.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
The School Committee respectfully submit to the Town
their annual report for the year ending December 31st, 1901,
together with the report of the Superintendent of Schools
and of the Truant Officer, as follows :
—
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.
The department is credited with
:
Appropriation for general school purposes, $35,000 00
Interest of Murdock fund, 18 25
Books sold, 8 90
Unexpended balance of last year, 122 94
Excess of expenditures, as below.
$35,150 09
53 78
$35,203 87
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries, $25,137 38
Fuel and light. 1,460 71
Books and supplies. 2,498 45
Repairs, 2,522 86
Janitors, I
'993 14
Truant Officer, 100 00
Transportation of pupils. 641 55
Freight and cartage. 138 13
Printing. 73 00
Schoolhouse sundries. 226 59
Incidentals, 412 06
$35,203 87
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SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.
For new school buildings, $10,000 00
Overdraft, as per summary following, 3>342 14
EXPENDITURES.
North Primary
—
Construction, $7,480.73
Heating, 1,695.00
Plumbing, 640.86
Architects, 506.75
Furnishing, 623.65
Sundries, 147.00
$11,093.99
Ship Pond
—
Construction, $1,533.00
Heating, etc., 168.00
Architects, 53-65
$1,754.65
Enlargement of Manomet
Primary, 493.50
$13,342 14
$13,342.14
The Committee regret the overdraft shown by the sub-
joined financial statement, although resulting from causes
which were not foreseen and could not have been avoided.
In asking the Town for a special appropriation for the two
new schoolhouses which it was necessary to build, and for
the equally necessary extension of the Manomet Primary
school building, the Committee had very little data from
which to determine, with any close approximation, the
amount required, although they hoped and expected to
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keep close to the sum asked for and appropriated. It was
eventually found, however, that the new building at the
North would alone require an outlay of more than the full
amount of the appropriation. This was due to an unex-
pectedly large increase in the number of children in that dis-
trict since the school returns of last year, which made im-
perative the immediate completion and equipment of the en-
tire building instead of two rooms only, as at first intended.
So great indeed was this increase that even after providing
for as much of the overflow as possible in schools at the
center of the Town, and making room for an entire class
at the High school building, it was found necessary to hire
Beytes Hall for a time and furnish it for school purposes.
The completion of the new building and its occupancy in
November happily relieved this great congestion, and the
school needs of that section are now amply served.
The Committee have endeavored to provide for the grow-
ing North end of the Town a building modest in architec-
tural details, yet conforming to the requirements of good
taste, with a due regard for thorough and enduring construc-
tion and for conditions insuring the fullest comfort, con-
venience and healthfulness to teachers and pupils. They
trust the Town will share the conviction that this school-
house is not only a creditable structure but worth every
dollar of its cost. The building is provided with ample
sanitary conveniences, ready to connect with the sewer which
a year ago the Town voted to construct in that section; it is
therefore complete and will require no further outlay, al-
though later on, some fencing and grading will be needed
upon the lot. Its total cost, including heating, plumbing
and furnishing, was $11,093.99.
By vote of the Committee this building was named for
the lamented Frederick N. Knapp, a citizen who gave many
years of valuable service to his town, particularly in unre-
warded work upon the School Committee.
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At Ship Pond the new schoolhouse replacing the one de-
stroyed by fire was completed in time for the Fall term.
This building will be ample for the probable needs of that
locality for many years to come, and it would also afford
room for the few children at Ellisville, if eventually it should
be decided to unite these two adjacent districts. The Com-
mittee respect the local sentiment that often attaches to a
school maintained for many years, and they fully appreciate
the feeling that might at first arise in opposition to the
change here suggested, but the educational well being of
the children is the Committee's chief concern, to which less
weighty considerations must and should always give way.
In this case, the distance is reasonable, the children few in
number and not of tender years, and it would be an obvious
advantage to leave an old and dilapidated building for a
new, well ventilated and attractive school room. The con-
tract for this building was $1,533.00 and $221.65 additional
was expended for heating apparatus and other necessary
items not included in the contract.
At Alanomet, the Primary schoolhouse was not only in
need of extensive repairs, but had long been inadeciuate for
the number of children attending. It was therefore neces-
sary to lengthen the building and to make other changes in
order to secure needed conveniences and sini]3le but effective
means of ventilation, as sugs^ested in last year's report, and
these alterations and repairs were made at a cost of $493.50.
The crowded and unsanitary condition of the Oak street
schoolhouse, to which attention was directed last year, has
not yet been relie\'ed and it cannot be adequately relieved by
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anything less than a new building. The suggested consoli-
dation of this school with the Spring Street Primary is not
now feasible, owing to the absence of an available lot suit-
ably located, while the expense involved in such a plan would
doubtless invite opposition. The situation is now so seri-
ous and urgent, however, that immediate action is impera-
tive. It will be remembered that this is one of our oldest
and most primitive school buildings, and that it had else-
where served for several generations before being removed
to its present site, where it was lengthened out at large ex-
pense fifteen years ago. Its only means of ventilation is by
opening doors and windows when the weather admits, while
at other times its atmosphere becomes vitiated to a degree
that utterly unfits it for the housing of so many children.
The district long ago outgrew its meagre proportions and
although for some time it has had to serve for nearly twice
as many pupils as it could properly accommodate, it is still
insufficient, and several children in that district have to be
provided for elsewhere. Your Committee is strongly averse
to any temporizing policy that would again patch out this
utterly unsuitable building to make it serve a few years
longer, believing it would be very unwise to thus waste the
Town's money, particularly as the necessary changes would
cost more than the building is now worth. It is the judg-
ment of the Committee that the present and prospective needs
of the district can be adequately met by nothing less than a
new two-room schoolhouse, and that it should be built as
soon as possible.
Believing that the Town would concur in that judgment,
the Committee recently secured sketches and obtained sev-
eral estimates thereon to aid them in fixing upon the amount
required for a suitable building, with proper heating and
ventilating arrangements and with such sanitary needs as
a sewer connection admits of, and they now respectfully
request the Town to appropriate $5,500.00 for the construe-
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tion and full equipment of such a building; and they advise
a sale of the present schoolhouse and its removal to make
room for the new building; the proceeds of such sale to be
credited to the school department.
Attention was called in last year's report to the unsani-
tary condition of several of the older school buildings where
methods of ventilation were either entirely absent or so
primitive and inadequate as to fall very far short of meet-
ing the present requirements of law, or common sense con-
siderations of health. It is the purpose of your Committee
to remedy this serious defect until in time the most healthful
conditions possible shall prevail in every school room in
the Town. Something has been done in this direction the
past year, at comparatively small expense, by "jacketing"
stoves already in use, connectinp- them with fresh-air flues,
and providing outlets for vitiated air. Unfortunately in
some cases the chimneys have a single flue only, or if double,
have an insuflicient area to serve as suitable outlets, and
must therefore be rebuilt or enlarged to be efifective. Such
was the case at the old North Primary building and at the
Manomet Primary schoolhouse, older still. In these school
rooms, where tests had show^n the air to be vitiated to an
alarming degree, the simple changes made not only provide
a circulation of fresh air that is constant and abundant but
also ample w^armth even in the coldest weather.
At the re-opening of the schools in September last, the re-
turns indicated an increase of more than one hundred pupils
at the North part of the town alone since the returns of the
previous year. This amazing gain, for which immediate
provision had to be made, was at first a serious embarrass-
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ment, finding us with insufficient room and requiring for a
time a great increase in the work of teachers already
overburdened, some having charge of as many as seventy
children, while in the judgment of the Committee the num-
ber should never exceed forty. The engagement of new
teachers and the opening of the Knapp school building, be-
fore referred to, provided means for a readjustment that is
working satisfactorily.
A change in the situation at South Pond village, by the
addition of several children of tender age, induced the Com-
mittee to reopen the school at that place and to discontinue
for the present the transportation of the children to schools
in town ; an arrangement which circumstances had previous-
ly made advantageous and desirable.
The absence of school children at the Gurnet for many
consecutive years induced the Town to abandon the school'
building there and to dispose of it before continued disuse
had deprived it of all value, and by vote of the Town it was
sold at public auction two years ago. The Committee were
therefore very greatly surprised by a recent request of the
good people of that district that school advantages be pro-
vided for several of their children now of suitable age. For-
tunately the Committee were able to make an arrangement
satisfactory to the families concerned by which instruction
is given their children.
The resignation of Miss Barker in July last, after many
years of faithful service at the High School, opened the
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way for such a readjustment of work among the remain-
ing teachers there as made it unnecessary to engage anyone
to succeed her. The saving of one salary was thus effected
without detriment to the school. It must be obvious, how-
ever, that the"" recent employment of four additional teachers
elsewhere for permanent service, the reopening of two
schools heretofore discontinued, a janitor for the new build-
ing at the North, and an increase in expense for books,
general supplies, etc., all of which the large gain in school
membership has made necessary, render an increase in the
annual appropriation absolutely unavoidable. In the judg-
ment of your Committee, after careful consideration, at
least twenty-five hundred dollars more will be required to
carry on the schools for the current year than the sum which
has been appropriated yearly since 1896, and they therefore
respectfully request that the appropriation be made $37,500.
The Committee feel moved to publicly express their ap-
preciation of the beneficent educational advantages which
the Plymouth Cordage Company offer, without charge, to
the children of its employes. A Kindergarten, a cooking
school and the Sloyd system of manual training are being
maintained by this farsighted and considerate corporation,
under most excellent instructors, with results of far reaching
value to the community and to the public schools of the
Town. The thoroughly practical course of the cooking
school, attended at times by as many as seventy pupils, can-
not fail to produce results of great value to the health and
general well-being of many homes. Your Committee are
particularly impressed with the importance of the well con-
ducted Kindergarten, for the little ones (mostly foreigners)
who pass from it to our public schools are not only trained
to habits of order and obedience, but come with minds made
doubly alert and receptive and eager for instruction by rea-
son of this excellent jM-eparation, and so they are more than
ever likely to become a.pt and progressive pupils and a credit
to our schools. The Committee make reference to this work
of practical benevolence from a sense of obligation, regard-
ing it as an educational contribution of permanent value to
the community and to its public schools which every
thoughtful citizen will cordially appreciate and commend.
The report of the Superintendent which follows, calls
attention to details of interest, and contains suggestions of
importance with which the Committee are in hearty accord.
The thoughtful and considerate citizen cannot fail to ap-
preciate the great value to our schools of a superintendence
which has behind it not only high qualifications and long ex-
perience but a conscientious activity and interest in ever}^
duty and detail of that important service.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. S. KYLE.
ELIZABETH THURBER,
J. HOLBROOK SHAW,
FRANK H. PERKINS,
ARTHUR E. LEWIS,
INCREASE ROBINSON,
School Committee.
Plymouth, Mass., Feb. i, 1902.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To the School Committee of Plymouth—
The report of the Superintendent of Schools for the year
190 1 is herewith respectfully submitted:
The work of the year has been done quietly and, on the
whole, successfully. In comparison with last year there has
been an increased number of pupils, a larger staff of teachers,
a decreased amount spent for each pupil in average attend-
ance, and a smaller percentage of the assessed valuation
used for the current expenses of the schools.
The school census taken during the month of September
gave the following returns :
Number of children between the ages of 5 and 15 years:
Boys, 765
Girls, 774
Total, 1,539
Number of children between 7 and 14 years:
Boys, 526
Girls, 545
Total, 1,071
The number of pupils enrolled at the present time, January
2, is 1,627, who are housed in 27 different school buildings.
There are now 5 school houses of 4 rooms each. All the
others are i or 2 room schools. The expense for the care
and repair of this unnecessarily large number of buildings
is a severe drain on the appropriation for schools, to say
nothing of the loss of efficiency in teaching and supervision
that these scattered buildings entail.
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Present number of pupils enrolled, 1,627
Number of school buildings in use, 27
Number of school rooms in use, including high school, 48
Number of teachers regularly employed, 47
High school, 6
Grammar schools, 13
Primary schools, 23
Ungraded schools. 5
Total, 47
Special teachers, one each in
music, drawing and Sloyd, 3
50
ATTENDANCE.
To meet the requirements of the State Board of Education
the following statistics cover the period of the school year
from September to July, 1 900-1 901 :
Whole number of pupils enrolled for the year. 1,612
Number under 7 years of age, 289
Number between 7 and 14 years, i?073
Number between 14 and 15 years, 98
Number over 15 years, 152
1,612
Average membership of all the schools, 1,489
Average daily attendance. 1^377
Per cent, of attendance. ' 92.5
Number days absence of pupils, 21.085
Number of cases of tardiness, 5-576
Number of dismissals before close of school session, 1,783
Number of cases of truancy reported by teachers, 38
Number of days of teachers' absence from school, 185
Number of visits made by Superintendent, 906
The whole number enrolled, 1,612, is fifteen less than the
number enrolled the year before, while the average member-
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ship and average daily attendance has increased, giving a
smah gain in percentage of attendance.
Under the requirements of the present law relating to
continued membership of absentees from school, a high per-
centage of attendance cannot be expected. A much lov^er
record under the present law may show an actual increase in
regularity of attendance over former years. Very few
children are out, or desire to be out of school, except for
good reason.
The items given below are based upon the expenditure for
school purposes during the financial year 1901. The
financial and attendance periods are not therefore identical,
but since each covers a full year, the one period being only a
little in advance of the other, the returns they furnish are
fairly reliable.
FIXAXCIAL STATEMENT.
1. Assessed valuation of real and personal
property in Plymouth. Alay i, 1901. $8,303,593.00
2. Percentage of valuation expended for
current expenses of schools in 1901. -00393
3. Expense per pupil on average membership, 21.95
4. Expense per pupil on same for schools of
State, 1 900- 1 901, 26.49
5. Expense per pupil on average member-
ship on total expenditure for schools
in 1 900- 1 90 1. 23.64
6. State average on same basis, 29.65
7. Average monthly wages of men teach-
ers in Plymouth in 1901, $112.00
8. Average monthly paid men teachers of
the State, 140.94
9. Average monthly wages of women
teachers in Plymouth in 190 1, 42.71
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lo. Same paid women teachers in the State,
1900-1901, 52,75
In this statement the items are based upon the
average membership of the schools. Items 2 and 3 are based
upon the whole amount ($35,203.87) which the Committee
have spent, less the cost of repairs ($2,522.86). The items
which make up this amount are payments for salaries, trans-
portation, fuel and care of schoolhouses, text-books and sup-
plies, incidentals. The sum thus expended ($32,681.01)
is by Act of the Legislature, to be regarded as the current
expense of the schools, and is the sum to be certified to the
State authorities as having been raised by taxation and ex-
pended "for the support of the public schools." This sum
shows an averag'e expense of $21.95 for each child in the
average membership of the schools,—a decrease of about 4
per cent, compared with the expense for the same purpose
last year.
Most of the statistics given above are called for each year
by the State authorities for incorporation in their annual
report. Tliey are here given a little more in detail that those
who wish for such information may know definitelv how
much of the money appropriated for the use of the school
department is spent and for what purposes.
SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS.
In most of the schools at the present time the accommoda-
tions for all pupils in attendance are ample. There are two
rooms at the Mt. Pleasant school that for two years or more
have had too large a number c^f pupils, and some arrange-
ment should be made to relie\'e these schools at the besrin-
ning of another year.
The increased and increasing number of children of school
age is largely confined to the North part of the Town.
About one hundred more children are at school there now
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than a year ago. The needs of this increased attendance
there are fairly well provided for by the new building opened
for school purposes last November.
For years the schools in that part of the town have been
crowded, having two grades or classes in each room,
trying to do their work under very discouraging conditions.
These difficulties are in part removed by the increased accom-
modations, making it possible now to assign only one class
to a room, with a reasonable number of pupils to each teach-
er. It is to be regretted that the new school building did not
make it possible to abandon the Hedge school, but the pres-
ent heating and ventilating arrangements of that school,
together with a future small outlay for needed repairs, will
make it at least a safe building to use until better quarters
are provided.
On the whole the present needs of the North are fairly well
supplied and the conditions there for successful school work
are better than they have been at any time during the past
ten years.
While these better conditions are to be earnestly sought
for every section of the town, the securing them for the
North schools is particularly important. Many of the chil-
dren who are admitted to those' schools can speak little or no
English; they enter, many of them, much beyond the usual
primary school age, having had no school training elsewhere,
and remain in school only until, by reason of their age, they
are entitled to certificates to work in the factories. It is most
important, therefore, that the short time they spend in school
be made to count for as much as possible, and that here,
if anywhere, the conditions should be best suited to help
the children to secure not only some knowledge of books but
also to acquire habits of orderliness, punctuality, obedience
and of right and reasonable ways of thinking and acting,
and to help them to adjust themselves to meet the demands
and responsibilities, as well as to enjoy the privileges, of liv-
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ing among a free people. How this may best be done is a
serious problem, the solving of which belongs, in part at
least, to the public school.
The number of children in attendance at the schools on
Oak street has been kept as small as possible, because of the
unsanitary conditions existing there. What was said last
year in the way of protest against the continuance of these
schools in their present condition may be most emphatically
repeated at this time. It is hoped that some reasonable pro-
vision for the needs of that locality may be speedily made.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Children five years old, or who will reach that age before
the sixth week of school, are admitted to the Primary schools
during the first six weeks of the fall term only, if they have
never before attended school. Children competent to enter
existing classes are admitted at any time in the district in
which they live, if there is room
;
otherwise, they are sent to
the nearest school where there is room.
The whole number enrolled in all the schools at
present is 1,627. Of this number 899, about 55 per cent.,
are in the Primary schools, grades i to 4 inclusive, distribut-
ed in 23 school rooms, making an average number of about
39 to each teacher. The average number to a teacher is
larger than last year notwithstanding the relief provided at
the North and the addition of two more teachers of primary
schools there. In this average is included the extremes of
one school at Mt. Pleasant with a present enrollment of 58
and two schools, one at Wellingsley and another at Cliff
street, having each an enrollment of only t6. Although the
average number assigned to a teacher is increased this year,
on the whole, conditions are more satisfactory at this time
than last year, and give better promise of successful work.
The Primary schools require peculiar care and support.
Plym 9
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They contain the majority of all the pupils, some of
whom never go beyond these schools. The work done by
children during these first years makes or mars, in large de-
gree, their future progress, for it is most difficult to change
the trend of thought and action started and continued,
through these early, impressionable days. The tasks done
at this time make impressions, establish standards, set the
pace, create or support the degree of interest which, most
often, children retain through the rest of their school course-
and, sometimes, through life. In view of this, the work of
the Primary schools should be most carefully and wisely di-
rected. The teaching should be the best possible, the con-
ditions for work most satisfactory, and the good influence
of the teacher continued beyond the narrow limits of the
school. A teacher's duty does not end with the school room.
It is a truth to be remembered that, if the school is to do its
best work, the teacher must interest herself in the larger life
of her pupils. Her influence should be broad, many-sided
and far-reaching—an interest that follows the child to his
home and secures and correlates with the school training
all that is valuable and available there. Without inter-
fering with the claims or authority of parents, an ac-
tive co-operation is possible, which, if gained, be-
comes a potent factor in obtaining results, which
without it, the school cannot secure. Many in-
stances occur Qxei'y year where it is proved that the school
reaches and influences children who are not,
reached by parents; that the school can and does control,
where the home does not. If, in these cases in particular, the
teacher's influence and active interest be continued—trans-
ferred with the child to his home in such a way
that it will not be misinterpreted or misunder-
stood—the power of the school for good in such
cases would be vastly increased. The teacher who
can and does render such service in behalf of the
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children committed to her care would be an immeasurable
power for good in the community in which she works. For
these ends, the number of children in each school should be
reasonably small, with a teacher who is alive to the claims,
privileges and responsibilities of her position; a teacher who
is broad-minded and well-trained, with ability to recognize
what are the best interest and the highest needs of the chil-
dren entrusted to her, and knowledge of how best to min-
ister to those needs.
On the part of the community and School Committee there
should be a generous recognition of the importance of the
Primary teacher's work, and readiness to support and second
all her efforts; they should meet promptly every require-
ment for successful school work at any necessary expense,
and above all, furnish attractive and healthful school rooms
where children may be taught by the best personal influence,
amid elevating surroundings. These conditions are not
imaginary or impossible. They exist in some schools;
they may be secured in all. To provide them for every
school is important, but especially so for the early years of
life when the influence of the school is most marked and
potent. The failure to provide them for any other reason
than that it is impossible to do so is to fail to meet the meas-
ure of our responsibilities.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The Grammar schools include grades 5 to 9. The number
enrolled in these schools at present is 535, about 33 per cent,
of the total school enrollment. They occupy 13 school
rooms, making an average number of 41 pupils to each
teacher. The largest number enrolled in any one school
room is 54. and the smallest number is 23.
The work of these classes has been confined closely to the
established course of study. This course is full, apparently
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leaving no time or place, as at present arranged, for addi-
tional subjects. Notwithstanding the prevalent opinion that
the schools are trying to teach too many subjects, our pres-
ent course of study includes, in addition to those subjects
the schools are required by Statute to teach, only vocal music,
Sloyd and nature work.
The music takes one hour a week in each class. Sloyd
is offered only to the boys in grades 7, 8 and 9, and the work
in this subject takes, on an average, two hours a week for
the boys in each of these classes. So far as I am able to
judge, the time given to Sloyd does not interfere to any ex-
tent with the other school work, since the boys readily make
up the work done by the rest of the class in their absence.
Nature work is closely correlated with geography, especially
in the lower grades, and takes very little of the time which
could profitably be given to other subjects in any grade.
Civics and algebra, as taught in the 9th grade, are legitimate
topics, the one of history and the other of a phase of arith-
metic.
It is apparent, therefore, that little has been added to the
subjects of study required by law, and that reading, writing,
arithmetic, and tlie study of the English language, still
hold full but not undisputed sway.
Our aim still is to emphasize in school work what is popu-
larly regarded as the essentials. Wliat these essentials really
are is a vexed question. Opinions of those amply qualified to
judge differ widely. In any judgment that may be given it
must be borne in mind that the majority of pupils do not go
beyond the Grammar schools, and that whatever is done to
make the masses (;f children intelligent, useful and loval citi-
zens must be done before they reach the age of 14 or 15.
What will best accomplish this purpose is the important
question, an answer to which no one—except our critics—is
able to give. There is good reason to believe, however, that
what we need is not additional subiects of instruction, but
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more thorough and scientific methods of teaching what we
already have. It may be wise to ehminate rather than to
add. If we can secure the best teachers, reduce the num-
ber of pupils assigned to each, provide suitable accommo-
dations and appliances, and give the teacher time and free-
dom to work with individuals instead of with classes, we
shall have accomplished much toward increasing the ef-
ficiency of the schools.
Promotions are made in each school by the regular teacher
at the end of the school year in June. In doubtful cases the
Superintendent is consulted. These promotions are based
on the estimate of the pupil's dailv work made by the teacher,
and recorded at the end of each month, in the Grammar
schools, on report cards sent to the parents. When condi-
tions seem to justify it, a pupil may be promoted on trial for
a month. In such a case, the parent is notified by written
form of the intended conditional promotion, and the pro-
motion in this form is made only in case the parent gives
written consent thereto. If, at the end of the probationary
period, the pupil's work warrants it, the promotion is made
for the rest of the year, but no pupil is expected to be re-
tained in any class when his interests are best served by his
going back to a lower one.
The work of the Grammar schools during the past year
has been in most cases well done. Some of these schools
are in excellent condition; the spirit of earnest work and
kindly cooperation manifest in them is worthy of particular
commendation, and of emulation by those schools not so
well favored. The earnest, patient and careful work which
these schools, on the whole, are doing, speaks well for the
successful training the children in them are receiving.
The closing exercises of those who had finished the Gram-
mar school course were held at the High school, June 28,
1901.
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GRADUATES, CLASS OF 1901.
Burton School.
Samuel Bodell. William Carl Hill.
Julian Scott Bradford. Jeanette Benson Holmes.
Annie Helen Bass Sadie A. Hirst.
Harold Parker Bartlett. Margaret Cheney Lord.
Herbert Collingwood Clark. Frances Shippen Lord.
Helen Winchester Clark. Francis Simon Lavache.
Martha W. Coupe. Mary Magdalen Morey.
Louise Agnes Cassady.
William George Curran.
William Allen Danforth.
William Noel Drew.
Edward Manley Dunbar.
Charles Augustus Forrest.
Beatrice Maud Ferguson.
Frederick J. Hall.
Jay Oliver Harlow.
Alice Wilson Haire.
Caroline Christina Moning.
Edith F. Milburn.
Isabelle Ellen Xorton.
Florence Ethel Xickerson.
Harold Bartlett Paulding.
Frank Allen Sampson.
Aurissa \Wlliam Savery.
Edward Rhodes Williams.
Clayton King \\'oodward.
Isabelle P. M. \^oght.
Mouni Pleasant School.
Mary Alice Bradford.
Mary Alma Burgess.
Hattie Marion Butters.
Ida Louisa Butters.
Mary Louise Jenkins.
Lester Ellsworth Averv
Gecrge \\'illiam Cobb.
\Wlliam Harvey Covington.
Percy Waldron Fowler.
Philip Edward Gerety.
Jchn Rus.-ell Harlow.
Harold Presttni Sears.
Loni/ Pond School.
Ethel Mav Pierce. Hattie \\>stnn Swift,
HIGH SCHOOL.
Graduates of the Grammar schools are admitted to the
High school without examination. There were 48 such
graduates last June, 42 of whom entered the High school in
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the fall. The present membership of the High school is 129
pupils and six teachers, six more pupils and one less teacher
than last year. The number of pupils in attendance is less
than eight years ago, and though the number is increasing,
it is not probable that under the present circumstances, the
school will for some time enroll as large a number as it did
eight years ago. Some of the reasons for this decrease in the
number of pupils in attendance are
:
1st. Eight years ago the number of pupils attending
the High school, as compared with the number of pupils in
the lower schools, was remarkable and abnormal. It was
unavoidable that necessary changes made should lessen the
number in attendance.
2nd. In speaking of the High school in an earlier report
(1897), it was suggested that it contributed neither to the
welfare of the pupils nor to the interests of the community
to allow^ pupils to enter the High school before they were
able, by reason of age and attainments, to do to advantage
the work of the school. A reasonable amount of care has
been used in admitting only those to whom the advantages
of the school would be a benefit, and in retaining only those
who were there for a serious purpose, and who were willing
to do the work they w^ere fairly capable of doing.
3rd. The character of the later additions to our popula-
tion. While many of these parents are as eager as any
others to give their children a high school education, their
slender means demand the financial help of their children as
soon as they may go to work; and there are a few who
through no stress of need or untoward circumstances, but
because they fail to appreciate the benefits the schools so
freely offer; put their children to work as soon as the law al-
lows.
4th. The increased demand for the labor of boys and
girls in nearly all the factories. Any boy or girl 14 years
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old and of average intelligence can today find a place to
work.
5th. The increased age at which children enter the High
school. Some years ago a large percentage of the members
of the High school here was between 11 and 14 years of age.
At that same time the average age of pupils of the State en-
tering -the High schools was over 15. The precocity of chil-
dren here was not, I believe, sufficient to enable them at the
age of from 11 to 14 to do equally good work with well
trained pupils of 15 years in other communities.
"Children under 14 years of age, however talented appar-
ently, with few exceptions are not competent to study profit-
ably the work given in the first year of our High schools.
Some of them may do the work passably, as class work is
frequently done, but they can get very little good out of it,
very little that will tell for manly independence."
The school report from which the above is a quotation
(Somerville, Mass.), states that there has been very little
change during the last 20 years in the average age of Gram-
mar school graduates there—the time at which they become
eligible to enter the High school—and that in the last class
(1900), numbering over four hundred, 38 per cent, were be-
tween 15 and 16 years of age and 31 per cent, over 16. The
average age at which pupils enter the High school in Somer-
ville is about the same as in other communities having good
schools, that is, over 15 years. The average age of the last
class entering our High school was about 15 years. Recog-
nizing the fact that maturity and strength of mind probably
come to pupils no sooner here than elsewhere, and that
the:^c essentials in the pupil are necessary to do to advantage
the work of the High school, if its standard of work is to be
maintained, we believe that this has tended to lessen the num-
ber of those who enter, and to cause some who enter and find
the work beyond their capacity, to fall out.
Instead of admitting children to the High school be-
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fore they can meet its conditions and requirements, it is of
greater service to the larger number of pupils to extend and
strengthen as far as we may the work of the Grammar
schools. The close of the Grammar school course is deemed
by many a desirable and fitting time to end their school days.
The large majority of pupils go no further, and they must
secure such training for their work as the schools can give
them before the Grammar school course of study is ended.
It is a greater gain, therefore, to keep them in the Grammar
schools as long as possible, and to do the most for them while
there.
The work of the High school is carried on in four courses
as follows:
Boys Girls Total
Classical Course, I 0 I
Scientific Course, 34 21 55
Literary Course, 7 36 43
Commercial Course, 23 7 30
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Each of the four courses named above ordinarily requires
four years for its completion. The student in the Classical
course sometimes needs to do an additional year's work to
meet college requirements for admission. With a few re-
strictions such as seem necessary to prevent waste
of time by injudicious or careless selection of
subjects, any student for whom a full course
is unnecessary or impossible may ordinarily take
a special or partial course suited to his purpose. In this way,
too, pupils who wish to take a full course, but who, for rea-
sons of health are not able to do so, may make the work of
each year easier by doing it more leisurely, taking five or
,
more years to complete the regular four years' course. By
such an arrangement the advantages of the school are of-
fered to some who would otherwise be barred from them,
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while the number of classes and the teaching work of the
school is not materially increased thereby.
The High school continues to sustain its reputation for
good scholarship and efficient management. Its earnest,
quiet and successful work merits the confidence and gener-
ous recognition and support of the School Committee and
people.
The graduating exercises of the. class of 1901, Plymouth
High school, were held Thursday, June 20, 1901.
Graduates.
Marion W. Beytes. Howard P.. Barnes.
Alice S. Cole. Harry A. Bradford.
May D. Hill. George A. Brown.
Maude M. Lucas. Arthur E. Finney.
Bertha M. Stevens. Richard B. Hobart.
Flora B. Washburn. Thomas Shaw.
Miriam O. Williams, v
TEACHERS,
During the past year seven teachers have resigned. These
vacancies have been filled, and four new schools opened. At
the present time there are 50 teachers employed, five men and
.45 women, three of the latter serving as special instructors
Some changes in the personnel of the teaching force are un-
avoidable. \^^len such changes occur, they are borne with
-equanimity ; but there are other cbanges which can and ought
to be avoided, because unnecessary. When a teacher is satis-
factory because of the excellence of her work, no reason-
able financial consideration should stand in the way of re-
taining her, and enough money should be available to secure
a teacher whose ability has l3een proved by her successful
experience, to fill every vacancy which comes. It is false
'economy and very poor business policy not to do this.
Much time and money is spent in providing suitable
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school buildings and in securing their proper equipment;
much consideration is given to the proper selection of sub-
jects of study, and to the choice of text-books to be adopted
and used; these and many other considerations are interest-
ing and important, and, in a way, necessary. But in
dealing with these things we may not forget that they are
the mere externals of education, that they are of secondary
importance, aids to good work no doubt, but that many ex-
cellent schools exist without them. We have need to remem-
ber that the cardinal and vital principle underlying, sup-
porting and rendering possible good schools is good teach-
ing; that the secret of the school is ever with the teacher.
This is the only essential, and its importance causes every
other consideration for the school to become comparatively
unimportant. It is Mr. James Brice, I think, who says, "We
may over rate the importance of educational machinery. We
may expect too much from modernized curricula. We can-
not over rate the excellence of the teacher, nor spend too
many pains in endeavoring to secure her. With good
teachers nearly everything will have been gained; without
them, hardly anything." It is the most important, the most
serious duty of this or of any Committee to see that each of
the schools under its care is supplied with the best teacher
procurable, and never to rest until the means to do this are
provided. Having accomplished this, it need have no fear
for results, but may rest in the assurance that it has pro-
vided, in the only satisfactory way, for the highest welfare
of the children who are the future citizens.
This same theme has been presented in one form or anoth-
er for each of the past seven years. There is no diminution
in earnestness or interest on the part of the writer in this
question, because he firmly believes that it is the one subject
above all others that should be considered, and the needs it
discloses be provided for. A certain amount of responsibility
for the condition of the schools, and an earnest desire that
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they shall be of the best, and a conviction that they can be
made so, with the means within the ability of this communi-
ty to provide, are the only reasons, and sufficient ones, he be-
lieves, for again reverting to this subject.
UNGRADED SCHOOLS.
There are at present five ungraded schools having a total
membership of 51. The largest number in any one of these
schools is 19, and the smallest number five. The cost of
supporting these schools is $34 for each 'child in the average
membership. In one school the cost is $67 per pupil. There
is very little room for question whether the work done with
these pupils, compared with what might be accomplished
for them if brought into the larger schools, is worth the
amount it costs. In any case, people who are accustomed
to say that very little money is spent for the benefit of resi-
dents of rural districts can find no sufiftcient reason for such
statements relative to the comparative amounts paid for
furnishing school opportunities for children in those districts
in Plymouth.
WORK OF SPECIAL TEACHERS.
The work in Sloyd for the boys in grades 7, 8 and 9 has
been carried on through the year. Instruction in this sub-
ject has been given to about one hundred and twenty boys,
divided into five different groups, each of which has had
two hours* work every week. A large degree of interest in
this work is manifested by those pupils who take it, and it
is the uniform experience here as well as elsewhere, that
there is no apparent loss in other school work by reason of
the time given to Sloyd. The expense incurred for this
work, as at present carried on, is about $500 a year.
Music and drawing are taught in all schools, including the
High school. The regular teachers carry on the instruction
in these subjects under the direction of special instructors,
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who visit each school every two weeks, except the ungraded
;schools and three or four other schools so far away as to
make such visits impracticable. Music has been successfully
taught here for many years, with great pleasure and profit to
all pupils in the schools during that time. We have been for-
tunate in retaining our present supervisor in music for the
past four years ; the service she renders is excellent, and the
schools as a whole have never been doing more satisfactory
w^ork in this subject than at present..
Drawing is one of the subjects required by law to be
taught in the public schools. Six years ago, in the hope of
making the work in drawing more systematic and efficient a
special teacher was appointed to direct and supervise this
work. The results gained have justified the expense in-
curred by this action. During these six years we have
had three different teachers in drawing, each having a dif-
ferent idea and ideal of what the work in drawing should
be and should aim to accomplish.
These changes of teachers have in each case made some re-
adjustments necessary, and resulted in an inevitable loss to
the work. This must continue to be true until we have found
the right person as director (^f drawing, who will stav with
us long enough to gain for the schools the best results that
this line of work can give.
It is a duty imposed by law upon the School Committee
to issue a printed report each year upon the condition of the
public schools. Such a report can do little more than recount
the more important acts of the Committee, chronicle statis-
tics of attendance, record items of expense, compare ex-
penditures incurred, state the condition of school buildings,
and indicate the present and prospective material needs of
the schools.
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Statements of material conditions and money values, how-
ever, con^•ey but a faint idea of the real value and character
of the work the schools are doing. These statements do not
show how faithfully the schools are employing their re-
sources for the wisest and best purposes, nor what measure
of success they are really achieving in helping to develop
in the children who attend them strength of will, high ideals
and power to do. What are the schools contributing to the
essential end of education? What is their spirit, their aim
and purpose? What ideals do they furnish? What
incentives do they supply ? Do they contribute in accordance
with their opportunities and responsibilities, those agencies
and influences which result in liigh purpose and right char-
acter? Answers to these questions, could they be obtained,
would reveal in a most convincing way, and in the most
vital and essential particulars, the real condition of the
schools. But the influences and results of schools and
school training cannot well be measured. They are very
real, hut intangible, and so do not lend themselves to be out-
lined in a report or to be computed by statistics. They are
manifested and estimated only in the lives and characters of
those whom the schools have helped to train, and then only
in connection \\ ith influences which have reached them
from many other sources.
But these cjuestions may be investigated and approximately
answered by studying at close range the work the schools
are trying to do. In this way, those interested may observe
the actual conditions of the schools, feel in a measure their
responsibility, and then note how they are trying to better
the one and to meet the other. The purpose and aim of the
schools may thus be determined, their spirit and tone be felt,
and the tendencies of their training be fairly estimated. Evi-
dence secured in this way is valuable because reliable. Judg-
ments and opinion based upon criticism and comment, found-
ed, in their turn, upon "common report,'* of the way schools
are administered, are of little worth because usually untrust-
worthy and frequently misleading.
The schools are open to all who wish to visit them, and
there is always a warm welcome awaiting fair-minded and
discriminating observers who will visit and investigate the
character of the work the schools are doing. We value their
judgment and welcome their criticism. Such observers
would not find ideal schools, for such are only in process of
evolution, and are awaiting ideal conditions, ideal children
and ideal teachers. They would find, sometimes, fair cause
for adverse criticism. Not every school has an adequate
equipment; some methods of work are not the best; some
teaching not the most skilful; some judgments in cases of
discipline not the wisest; some management of classes not the
most efficient, and here and there, perhaps, there is a teacher
who is not living up to the full measure of the privileges and
responsibilities of the work. But such observers would find
the schools as a whole generously supplied with the material
needs of their work; classes well organized and efficiently
managed, and their work carefully planned and directed;
pupils, the large majority of whom are dominated by a
spirit of earnest work, with a serious purpose to excel, a
wholesome respect for school authority, and a hearty desire
to cooperate for the good of the whole school. They would
find, too, a corps of teachers who, according to their varying
abilities and qualifications, are rendering a whole hearted
service to the schools, sparing no effort necessary to make the
work assigned them a success ; teachers whose earnest, faith-
ful, patient labor is, in most cases, accomplishing excellent
results.
On the part of all those to whom the immediate interests
of the schools are entrusted, there is a harmony of purpose
and a unity of action to make the schools the best possible
with the means at their command.
In conclusion, I wish again to express my appreciation of
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the consideration, support and confidence of the Committee,
and of the ever ready and cordial assistance of the teachers,
an.all matters connected with the welfare of the schools.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS J. HEAVENS,
Superintendent of Schools.
REPORT OF TRUANT OFFICER.
To the School Co mini ffee:—
Gentlemen :— 1 ha\'e the hoi*[)r to submit my annual re-
port for the year ending December 31, 1901.
One hundred and sixty-eight calls have been received from
the teachers to look up .absentees and all have been investi-
gated. Very few actual truants were found, most of the
•children having been kept at home by their parents on ac-
count of sickness or bad weather. Two families were found
•where the children did not have suitable clothing. These
cases were reported to the Overseers of the Poor, who at
once supplied what Avas needed.
Respectfully yours,
J. W. HUNTING,
Truant OfFicer.
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LIST OF TEACHERS.
IN THE SCHOOLS, PLYMOUTH, MASS.
HiGi^ School.
Geo. F. Kenney, Principal, English and Greek.
Grace W. Irwin, Mathematics and Latin.
Nellie Carpenter, History and English.
May L. Booth, German and French.
Mary W. Cross, Science.
Isabel S. Skinner, Commercial Studies.
North Schools.
Grade.
I. Adeline M. Stevens.
I. Leella F. Barnes.
I. Elizabeth H. Sampson.
2. Mary W. Burgess.
2. Gertrude C. Bennett.
3- Adelaide G. Irwin.
Frederick N. Knapp School.
Grade.
6
—
7. Katharine A. O'Brien.
5. Lydia E^. Holmes.
4. Kate G. Zahn.
5. Pearl Pennington.
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Burton School.
Grade.
8. Charles F. Cole.
<5. Susan C. Thomas.
4. Teresa A. Rogan.
3. Alice H. Blackmer.
Cornish School.
Grade.
9. Arthur R. Gledhill.
7. Addie L. Bartlett.
6. Mabel K. Davis.
5. Lola W. Randall.
Russell Street District.
Grade.
I—2. Bertha M. Briggs.
I—2. Harriett S. Gooding.
I—2. Helen A. Dunham.
3
—4. Mary A. Casey.
Mount Pleasant School.
Grade.
8
—
9. John W. Herrick.
6
—
7. Augusta M. Morton.
4
—5. Nancy S. Allen.
3
—
4. Annie M. Frost.
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Mount Pleasant District.
Grade.
1. Deborah Howland.
2. Frances E. Weston.
I—2. Lizzie E. Mitchell.
I
—
4. Esther C. Manter.
Chiltonville.
Grade.
6
—
9. William Keyes.
I
—
5. Martha W. Whitmore.
I
—
5. Kate W. Sampson.
I
—
5. Mary A. Morton.
Manomet.
Grade.
6
—
9. Anna J. Billings.
I
—
5. Julia M. Allen.
Vallerville.
Ungraded. Leila R. Gurney.
Ellisville.
Ungraded. Grace Farrington
Ungraded.
Cedarville.
Lucv Moon.
Ungraded.
Ungraded.
Music.
Drawing.
Sloyd.
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Long Pond.
Sarah H. Paty.
South Pond.
Bettv Alden.
Minnie M. Jameson.
Cordelia J. Stanwood.
Elizabeth Paine.
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Schools.
High
School
North
Schools
Burton
School
Cornish
School
Primary
Schools,
Coniisli
Dist.
Mt.
Pleasant
S<'hool
Prim.
Schools,
Mt.
I'l.-as.
Dist.
Chiltonville
Schools
Manomet
Schools
Vallerville
School
Ellisville
School
Cedarville
School
Long
Pond
School
Totals
TOWN MEETING.
To either of the Constables in the Town of Plymouth, in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts:
GREETING:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby di-
rected to notify and warn the inhabitants of Plymouth,
qualified to vote in elections and town affairs, to meet in
Davis Opera House, in said Plymouth, on Monday, the third
day of March, 1902, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and in
the Casino, in said Plymouth, on Saturday, the eighth day
of March, 1902, at six o'clock in the forenoon, to act on
the following articles, to wit
:
Article i. To choose a Moderator to preside at said meet-
ing.
Article 2. To hear the reports of the several boards of
officers and committees of the Town and act thereon.
Article 3. To revise and accept a list of Jurors prepared
by the Selectmen.
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the
Treasurer, under the direction of the Selectmen, to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes, and for disbursement under
the provisions of the law relating to State Aid and Military
Aid, and to defray the expenses of the Town after January
I, 1903.
Article 5. To make the necessary appropriations to de-
fray the expenses of the Town, and for other purposes, and
to raise such sums of money as the Town shall deem ex-
pedient.
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Article 6. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of one hundred and fifty dollars to pay the expenses of
Decoration Day.
Article 7. To take such action as the Town may see fit in
aid of the Public Library.
Article 8. To see if the Tow^n will authorize the Select-
men to renew any note or notes heretofore authorized, which
are now^ due, or may become due the present year, for such
time and on such terms as they may deem expedient for the
interests of the Town.
Article 9. To see what appropriation the Town will make
for the care and improvement of the various public parks
and of Training Green.
Article 10. To see if the Town will accept the provisions
of Section 335, Chapter 11, of the Revised Laws, which
provides for the election of Town Clerks for terms of three
years, and to see if the Town will hereafter elect a Town
Clerk for the term of three years.
Article 11. To see if the Town will accept the layout of
the right to lay sewers from Court street to the Harbor at
Cold Spring Brook, as laid out by the Selectmen and re-
ported to the Town.
Article 12. To see if the Town will accept the layout of
the right to lay sewers from Court street to the Harbor at
Hedge's Brick Yard, as laid out by the Selectmen and re-
ported to the Town.
Article 13. To see if the Town will accept the alteration
and widening' of Newfield street from Summer street to
land of Joseph A. Maybury and land of the heirs of Anna
Rogan, as altered and widened by the Selectmen and re-
ported to the Town.
Article 14. To see if the Town will accept the alteration
of Murray street from Court street to land of Ann O'Brien,
as altered by the Selectmen and reported to the Town.
Article 15. To see if the Town will discontinue such
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parts of Murray street from Court street to land of Ann
O'Brien, formerly in use, but not included in the alteration
above reported to the Town.
Article i6. To see if the Town will accept the layout of
Bay View avenue from Sandwich street running westerly
to land of John F. Waters and land of Seth W. Paty, as laid
out by the Selectmen and reported to the Town.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to macadamize
Market and Sandwich streets, from Town square to Jabez
Corner, and make an appropriation therefor.
Article 18. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not
exceeding $8,000.00, for the purpose of macadamizing
Market and Sandwich streets.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to build a new
stable, and make an appropriation therefor.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Water Commissioners to build a fireproof pumping station,
install a new pump and boiler, and make alterations in the
present station suitable for two tenements.
Article 21. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not
exceeding $20,000.00, for the purpose of raising money for
a fireproof pumping station, installing a new pump and
boiler, and making alterations in the present station suitable
for two tenements.
Article 22. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of $5,500.00 for the erection of a new school building on
Oak street.
Article 23. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not
exceeding $5,500.00, for the purpose of raising money to be
expended in the erection of a new^ school building on Oak
street.
Article 24. To see if the Town will hereafter refer the
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appropriations recommended by the Selectmen and other
Town officers and committees, and the remaining articles in
the warrant involving an appropriation, to a committee to be
appointed by the Moderator, who shall report in print with
their estimates and recommendations, and with appropriate
forms of votes for final action of the Town at. the Annual
Meeting.
Article 25. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to petition the Legislature for an act creating a Board
of Public Works, which shall have general charge of the
construction and maintenance of the streets, bridges and
sidewalks, and of the lighting and watering of the streets,
of the locating and removing of the poles, wires, pipes and
fixtures in or over any street, of the public sewers and drains,
and of the water works and water pipes in the Town; pro-
vided, however, that such act shall not take effect until its
acceptance by two-thirds of the legal voters of the Town
present and voting, at a meeting called for that purpose.
Article 26. To see what action the Town will take in re-
gard to providing an armory, including the purchase of land
and the erection of a new building, and the appropriation of
any land now owned by the Town for such purpose.
Article 27. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to issue bonds or notes of the Tow^n for the purpose of
raising money for an armory, including land therefor.
Article 28. To see if the Town will establish a hospital
for the receptioin of persons having a disease dangerous to
the public health, and make an appropriation therefor not
exceeding $1,200.00.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote that the remain-
ing cost of the publication of the third volume of the Town
records heretofore authorized, and the proceeds of sales, be
respectively charged and credited to the Contingent account
;
the press copy of the records for said volume having been
already prepared and paid for under an appropriation made
in 1896.
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Article 30. To see if the Town will instruct the Select-
men to appoint an additional night watchman, and make an
appropriation therefor.
Article 31. To see what action the Town will take to pro-
vide for an improvement of the Town lockup facilities, and
make an appropriation therefor.
Article 32. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to sell the right to take herring from Town Brook,
Fresh Brook and Eel River, for a term of years.
Article 33. To see what action the Town will take in
restoring Eel River to its original course to the harbor, and
make an appropriation therefor.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to buy a new
steam fire engine, and make an appropriation therefor.
Article 35. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to issue bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not
exceeding $5,000.00, for the purpose of raising money to be
expended in the purchase of a new steam fire engine.
Article 36. To choose all necessary Town officers. The
following officers to be voted for. all on one ballot, viz. : Five
Selectmen, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Collector of
Taxes, Auditor, one member of a Board of Health for three
years, one Assessor for three years, seven Constables, one
Overseer of the Poor for three years, two Water Commis-
sioners for three years, two members of the School Commit-
tee for three years, one Park Commissioner for three years,
and three members of a Committee on Ag?,wam and Half-
way Pond Fishery; and to vote by ballot, ''Yes" or ''No," in
answer to the question, "Shall licenses be granted for the
sale of intoxicating liquors in this Town?"
The polls for the election of officers and t'le vote on the
license question will be open at the Casino at s"x o'clock in
the forenoon, on said Saturday, the eighth day of March,
1902, and may be closed at three o'clock in the afternoon.
Both of said days will constitute the Annual Meeting, and
-iS6-
this call is issued in accordance with the vote of the Town
passed June 5, 1897.
And you are hereby required to serve this warrant in the
manner prescribed by a vote of the Town, by posting notices
thereof in three public places in the Town, seven days at least
before the meeting, one of which postings shall be in Chil-
tonville, and one in Manomet Ponds, and also by publishing
the warrant in the newspapers published in Plymouth, and
make return thereof with your doings thereon, at the time
and place first above mentioned.
Given under our hands this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and two.
HORACE M. SAUNDERS,
D. H. CRAIG,
A. T. HARLOW.
HENRY O. WHITING,
E. D. HILL,
Selectmen of Plymouth.
February 15, 1902.
Plymouth, ss.
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant the inhabitants of the
Town of Plymouth, qualified to vote in elections and Town
affairs,-ari^ hereby notified to meet at the time and place, and
for the purposes therein mentioned.
SAMUEL FERGUSON,
Constable of Plymouth.
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